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COMMENCEMENT OF TH E CLASS OF 2013 

Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
Theatre, Dance, Dance/ Movement Therapy and Counseling, 
Radio, Television, Audio Arts & Acoustics, 
Science and Mathematics 
Saturday, May 18, 2013, 10:00 a.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2013 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall , Director) 
The Columbia College Commencement Choir (Walter Owens. Director) 
The R&B Ensemble (Chuck Webb, Director) 
The Pop Orchestra (Carey Dead man. Director) 
The Columbia College Pop String Ensemble (Diane Delln. Director) 
1he Pop Jazz Fusion Ensemble (William Boris, Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb. Chair. Music Department 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of the Co/umbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk 111is Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
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The Star Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
Lift Every Voice and Sing 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by Jarnes Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
ASL-Interpretation 
Carrie Jones(' 13) 
Jamie Antoni ck(' 13) 
Diana Gorman Jarnrozik, Chair, ASL-English Interpretation 
INTRODUCTION 
Darrell Jones, Presiding 
Associate Professor, Dance Department 
MANIFEST & INDUSTRY EVENTS 2013 
Scenes From Our 2013 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner, Paul H. Parker ('13) 
David McHugh, Director, Music Composition for the Screen 
J. Richard Dunscornb, Chair, Music Department 
WELCOME 
Richard P. Kiphart, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONOR S 
Lorenzo Rennie Harris, Dancer, Choreographer, Artistic Director and Professor 
Presented by Onye Ozuzu, MFA, Chair, Dance Department 
MUSIC 
Dolphin Dance 
By Herbie Hancock 
Arranged by Scott Hall 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble 
2 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D., President 
PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2013 VALEDI CTORIAN 
Stephanie Jimenez. Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts. Television 
Presented by Louise Love. Ph.D., Vice President for Academic Affairs/Interim Provost 
Robin Bargar. AMusD. Dean, School of Media Arts 
Michael Niederman, Chair, Television Department 
ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Len Ellis (BA '52), Founder of Radio One Communications, Member of the Country Music DJ Hall of Fame 
Presented by Barbara Calabrese, Chair and Associate Professor, Radio Department 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Louise Love, Ph.D., Vice President for Academic Affairs/Interim Provost 
Deborah H. Holdstein, Ph.D .. Dean. School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
John Green. Ph.D., Interim Dean and Professor, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Robin Bargar. AMusD, Dean, School of Media Arts 
MUSIC 
See You in Your Dreams 
Written by Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and the Columbia College Gospel Choir 
RECESSIONAL 
Don ·c G,c Sassy 
By Thad Jones 
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Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
Arts, Entertainment, & Media Management, 
Marketing Communication 
Saturday, May 18, 2013, 1:30 p.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2013 Commencement preshow features performances by Colun1bia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Columbia College Con1mence1nent Choir (Walter Owens, Director) 
The R&B Ensen1ble (Chuck Webb, Director) 
The Pop Orchestra (Carey Dead man, Director) 
The Columbia College Pop String Ensemble (Diane Delin, Director) 
The Pop Jazz Fusion Ensemble (William Boris, Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Music Department Chair 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Ha II 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
The Star Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
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Lift Every Voice and Sing 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
ASL-Interpretation 
Carrie Jones ('13) 
Jamie Antonick ('13) 
Diana Gorman Jamrozik, Chair, ASL-English Interpretation 
I NTRODUCTION 
Darrell Jones, Presiding 
Associate Professor. Dance Department 
MAN I FEST & I NDUSTRY EVENTS 2013 
Scenes From Our 2013 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner, Paul H. Parker ('13) 
David McHugh, Director, Music Composition for the Screen 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
WELCOME 
Richard P. Kiphart, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGU ISHED HONO RS 
Joseph Shanahan. Founder and Owner of Metro and Smart Bar 
Presented by Marty Lennartz (BA '82). Columbia Alumnus and WXRT Radio Host 
MUSIC 
Dotphm Dance 
By Herbie Hancock 
Arranged by Scon Hall 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D., President 
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PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2013 VALEDICTORIAN 
Suzanne MIiier, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Marketing Communication 
Presented by Louise Love, Ph.D., Vice President for Academic Affairs/Interim Provost 
Robin Bargar, AMusD, Dean, School of Media Arts 
Herbert Allen, Interim Co-Chair and Associate Professor, Marketing Communication Department 
Thomas Hamilton, lnterirn Co-Chair and Associate Professor, Marketing Communication Departrnent 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Louise Love. Ph.D., Vice President for Academic Affairs/Interim Provost 
Deborah H. Holdstein, Ph.D., Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
John Green. Ph.D., Interim Dean and Professor, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Robin Bargar. AMusD, Dean, School of Media Arts 
MUSIC 
See You in Your Dreams 
Written by Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and the Columbia College Gospel Choir 
RECESSIONAL 
Don't Git Sassy 
By Thad Jones 
6 
Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
Fashion Studies, Photography, ASL - English Interpretation, 
Humanities, History & Social Sciences: 
Cultural Studies, Education 
Saturday, May 18, 2013, 5:00 p.m. 
PR ESH OW 
The 2013 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Columbia College Commencement Choir (Walter Owens, Director) 
The R&B Ensemble (Chuck Webb, Director) 
The Pop Orchestra (Carey Deadman, Director) 
The Columbia College Pop String Ensemble (Diane Delin. Director) 
The Pop Jazz Fusion Ensemble (William Boris, Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
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7he Star Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
Lift Every Voice and Sing 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by Ja,nes Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
ASL-Interpretation 
Carrie Jones{' 13) 
Jamie Antonick ('13) 
Diana Gorman Jamrozik, Chair. ASL-English Interpretation 
INTRODUCTION 
Darrell Jones, Presiding 
Associate Professor, Dance Department 
MANIFEST & INDUSTRY EVENTS 2013 
Scenes From Our 2013 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner, Paul H. Parker ('13) 
David McHugh, Director, Music Composition for the Screen 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair. Music Department 
WE LCOME 
Richard P. Kiphart, Chairrnan of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Martha Nussbaum, Ph.D., Philosopher, Author, and Professor 
Presented by Steven Corey, Ph.D., Chair, Hun,anities, History and Social Sciences 
MUSIC 
Dolphin Dance 
By Herbie Hancock 
Arranged by Scott Hall 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble 
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D .. President 
PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2013 VALEDICTORIAN 
Brett E. King, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Cultural Studies 
Presented by Louise Love, Ph.D .. Vice President for Academic Affairs/Interim Provost 
Deborah H. Holdstein. Ph.D., Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Steven Corey, Ph.D .. Chair, Humanities, History and Social Sciences 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Louise Love. Ph.D .. Vice President for Academic Affairs/Interim Provost 
Deborah H. Holdstein, Ph.D., Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
John Green. Ph.D., Interim Dean and Professor. School of F'ine and Performing Arts 
Robin Bargar, AMusD. Dean, School of Media Arts 
MUSIC 
See You in Your Dreams 
Written by Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and the Columbia College Gospel Choir 
RECESSIONAL 
Don 'I Git Sassy 
By Thad Jones 
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Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
Film & Video 
Sunday, May 19, 2013, 9:00 a.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2013 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensen1ble (Scott Hall , Director) 
The Columbia College Commencement Choir (Walter Owens, Director) 
The R&B Ensemble (Chuck Webb, Director) 
The Pop Orchestra (Carey Deadman, Director) 
The Colun1bia College Pop String Ensemble (Diane Delin, Director) 
The Pop Jazz Fusion Ensemble (William Boris. Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
PROCESS IONAL 
March of the Cotu,nbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
111e Star Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
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Lift Every Voice and Sing 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
ASL-Interpretation 
Carrie Jones(' 13) 
Jamie Antonick ('13) 
Diana Gorman Jamrozik, Chair, ASL-English Interpretation 
INTRODUCTION 
Yolanda Joe, Presiding 
Associate Professor. Journalism 
MANIFEST & I NDU STRY EVENTS 2 01 3 
Scenes From Our 2013 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner, Paul H. Parker(' 13) 
David McHugh, Director. Music Composition for the Screen 
J. Richard Dunscomb. Chair. Music Department 
WELCOME 
Richard P. Kiphart, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Robert Teitel and George Tillman, Jr .. Filmmakers 
Presented by Bruce Sheridan, Chair, Film & Video Department 
MUSIC 
Dolphin Dance 
By Herbie Hancock 
Arranged by Scott Hall 
Perfom1ed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Warrick L. Carter. Ph.D., President 
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PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO C LASS OF 2013 VALEDICTORIAN 
Jason Piszczor, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts. Film & Video 
Presented by Louise Love, Ph.D., Vice President for Academic Affairs/lnterin1 Provost 
Robin Bargar. AMusD, Dean, School o f Media Arts 
Bruce Sheridan, Chair, Film & Video Departn1ent 
ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Michael Goi (BA '80), Cinen1atographer and Past President of American Society of Cinematographers 
Presented by Doreen Bartoni, Professor, Film & Video Departn1ent 
AWARD ING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Louise Love, Ph.D., Vice President for Academic Affairs/Interim Provost 
Deborah H. Holdstein, Ph.D .• Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
John Green, Ph.D., lnterirn Dean and Professor, School of Fine and Perforn1ing Arts 
Robin Bargar, AMusD, Dean, School of Media Arts 
MUSIC 
See You in Your Dreanis 
Written by Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and the Columbia College Gospel Choir 
REC ESSIONAL 
Don't Git Sassy 
By Thad Jones 
12 
Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate Programs in 
Art + Design and Interactive Arts & Media 
Sunday, May 19, 2013, 12:30 p.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2013 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Columbia College Commencement Cho,r (Walter Owens, Director) 
The R&B Ensemble (Chuck Webb, Director) 
The Pop Orchestra (Carey Deadman, Director) 
The Columbia College Pop String Ensemble (Diane Delin, Director) 
The Pop Jazz Fusion Ensemble (William Boris, Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb. Chair. Music Department 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
Jhe Star Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
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Lift Every Voice and Sing 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
ASL-Interpretation 
Carrie Jones ('13) 
Jamie Antonick ('13) 
Diana Gorman Jamrozik, Chair, ASL-English Interpretation 
INTRODUCTION 
Yolanda Joe, Presiding 
Associate Professor, Journalis,n Departn,ent 
MANIFEST & INDUSTRY EVENTS 2013 
Scenes From Our 2013 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner, Paul H. Parker ('13) 
David McHugh, Director, Music Composition for the Screen 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
WELCOME 
Richard P. Kiphart, Chainnan of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Jessica Stockholder, Sculptor and Installation Artist 
Presented by Anna Kunz, Lecturer, Art+ Design Department 
Allen M. Turner, Past Chair of the Board of Trustees 
Presented by Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D., President 
MUSIC 
Dolp17in Dance 
By Herbie Hancock 
Arranged by Scott Hall 
Performed by the Columbia College Chicago Jazz Ensemble 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D., President 
14 
PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2013 VAL EDICTOR IAN 
Stephanie Davern, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Art + Design 
Presented by Louise Love, Ph.D., Vice President for Academic Affairs/Interim Provost 
John Green. Ph.D .. Interim Dean and Professor. School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Jay Wolke, Chair, Art+ Design Department 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Louise Love. Ph.D .. Vice President for Academic Affairs/Interim Provost 
Deborah H. Holdstein, Ph.D., Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
John Green. Ph.D., Interim Dean and Professor, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Robin Bargar, AMusD, Dean, School of Media Arts 
MUSIC 
See You in Your Dreams 
Written by Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and the Columbia College Gospel Choir 
RECESSIONAL 
Don't Git Sassy 
By Thad Jones 
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Commencement of the Graduates of Undergraduate 
and Graduate Programs in Fiction Writing, 
English: Creative Writing - Poetry and 
Creative Writing - Nonfiction, Journalism, 
Music, Interdisciplinary Arts 
Sunday, May 19, 2013 4:00 p.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2013 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Colu,nbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Columbia College Commence1nent Choir (Walter Owens, Director) 
The R&B Ensemble (Chuck Webb, Director) 
The Pop Orchestra (Carey Deadman, Director) 
The Columbia College Pop String Ensemble (Diane Delin, Director) 
The Pop Jazz Fusion Ensemble (William Boris, Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscon1b, Chair, Music Department 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Water,nelon Man 
By Herbie Hancock 
Arranged by Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
16 
111e Scar Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
Lift Every Voice and Sing 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
ASL-Interpretation 
Carrie Jones ('13) 
Jamie Anton ick (' 13) 
Diana Gorman Jamrozik, Chair, ASL-English Interpretation 
INTRODUCTION 
Yolanda Joe, Presiding 
Associate Professor, Journalism Department 
MANIFEST & INDUSTRY EVENTS 2013 
Scenes From Our 2013 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner. Paul H. Parker ('13) 
David McHugh, Director, Music Composition for the Screen 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair. Music Department 
WELCOME 
Richard P. Kiphart. Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Jane Hamilton, Author and Novelist 
Presented by Randall Albers, Chair, Fiction Writing Department 
Herbie Hancock, Musician 
Presented by J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
17 
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Dotp/1in Dance 
By Herbie Hancock 
Arranged by Scott Hall 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensen1ble 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONOR 
Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D., President 
Presented by Allen M. Turner, Past Chair of the Board of Trustees 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D., President 
PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2013 VALEDICTORIAN 
Cassandra Norris, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Journalism 
Presented by Louise Love, Ph.D., Vice President for Acaden1ic Affairs/ lnterin1 Provost 
Robin Bargar, AMusD, Dean, School of Media Arts 
Nancy Day, Chair, Journalism Departn,ent 
ALUMN I OF TH E YEAR AWARD 
Mary Mitchell (BA '91), Award-winning Journalist and Editorial Board Member, Chicago Sun-Tin,es 
Presented by Nancy Day, Chair, Journalism Department 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Louise Love, Ph.D., Vice President for Academic Affairs/ Interim Provost 
Deborah H. Holdstein, Ph.D .• Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
John Green. Ph.D., Interim Dean and Professor, School of Fine and Perfonning Arts 
Robin Bargar, AMusD, Dean, School of Media Arts 
MUSIC 
See You in Your Dreams 
Written by Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and the Columbia College Gospel Choir 
RECESSIONAL 
Don't Git Sassy 
By Thad Jones 
18 
THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER 
By Francis Scoct Key 
Oh, say can you see, by the dawn's early light, 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming? 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight, 
O'er the ramparts we watched. were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air, 
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there. 
0 say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave? 
On the shore, dimly seen through the mists of the deep, 
Where the foe's haughty host in dread silence reposes. 
What is that which the breeze, o'er the towering steep, 
As it fitfully blows, now conceals, now discloses? 
Now It catches the glea1n of the morning's first beam, 
In full glory reflected now shines on the stream: 
'Tis the star-spangled banner! O long may it wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
And where is that band who so vauntingly swore 
That the havoc of war and the battle's confusion 
A home and a country should leave us no more? 
Their blood has wiped out their foul footstep's pollution. 
No refuge could save the hireling and slave 
From the terror of flight. or the gloom of the grave: 
And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave 
o ·er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
Oh! thus be it ever, when freemen shall stand 
Between their loved homes and the war's desolation! 
Blest with victory and peace, may the heaven-rescued land 
Praise the Power that hath made and preserved us a nation. 
Then conquer we must, for our cause it is just. 
And this be our motto: "In God is our trust." 
And the star-spangled banner forever shall wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave! 
19 
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LIFT EVERY VO ICE AND SI NG 
By James Weldon Johnson 
Lift every voice and sing, till earth and Heaven ring, 
Ring with the harmonies of liberty: 
Let our rejoicing rise, high as the listening skies, 
Let it resound loud as the rolling sea. 
Sing a song fu 11 of the faith that the dark past has taught us, 
Sing a song fu ll of the hope that the present has brought us; 
Facing the rising sun of our new day begun, 
Let us march on till victory is won. 
Stony the road we trod, bitter the chastening rod, 
Felt in the days when hope unborn had died; 
Yet with a steady beat. have not our weary feet, 
Come to the place for which our fathers sighed? 
We have come over a way that with tears has been watered, 
We have come, treading our path through the blood of the slaughtered: 
Out fron1 the gloomy past, till now we stand at last 
Where the white gleam of our bright star is cast. 
God of our weary years, God of our silent tears, 
Thou Who hast brought us thus far on the way; 
TI1ou Who hast by Thy might, led us into the light, 
Keep us forever in the path, we pray. 
Lest our feet stray from the places, our God, where we rnet Thee. 
Lest our hearts, drunk with the wine of the world, we forget Thee. 
Shadowed beneath Thy hand, may we forever stand, 
True to our God, true to our native land. 
20 
The 2013 Winner of the 
Allen and Lynn Turner Commencement Poetry Competition 
SALT CURED EVERYTH I NG 
WH EN SALT WAS SO M ETHING DIFFERENT. 
my father taught me to say its names. 
all my life. I have craved salt. 
compared to the panicles of sea oats. 
I would rather be scrimshaw in the bone of dunes. 
how many ghost crabs above the strandline? 
show me the algaeic fit of water. 
fiddlers are drowning in the plip plip of mud. 
here haints turn soft every july. 
you say I am one of those birds. 
measure our bones against thistle wood. 
I have never known you in spring. 
one day I will take you to the dunes. 
in the hundred years between earthquakes 
teach me the smell of ,narram grass burning. 
there is no sea glass anywhere. 
the shells have all been taken 
and my skin is egret with salt drying. 
- Sarah Tarkany, Mas1er of Fine Arts, Creative Writing-Poetry(" 13) 
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DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
A CELEBRAT IO N OF ARTI STS IN H UMAN SER VIC E 
Doctorates to be Conferred at Commencement Exercises, May 18 and 19, 2013 
Each year, Columbia College Chicago honors outstanding individuals in the arts, education, politics, and public 
information. These individuals have engaged their great talents in important human service, and their work and example 
embody the ideals and spirit of the College. 
TO BE HONORED SATURDAY, MAY 18, 2013, 10:00 A.M. 
LORENZO REN NIE HARRIS 
Artistic director, choreographer and director Lorenzo Rennie Harris was born and raised in an African-American 
community In North Phi ladelphia. Since tile age of 15, Harris has been teaching workshops and classes at universities 
around the country and is a powerful spokesperson for the significance of "street" origins in any dance style. In 1992, 
Harris founded Rennie Harris Puremovement, a hip«hop dance company dedicated to preserving and disseminating 
hip«hop culture through workshops, classes, hip-hop history lecture demonstrations, long term residencies, mentoring 
programs, and public performances. Harris founded his company based on the belief that hip-hop is the most in1portant 
original expression of a new generation. 
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TO BE HONORED SATURDAY, MAY 18 , 2 013, 1:30 P.M. 
JOSEPH SHANAHAN 
Joseph "Joe" Shanahan is known for his independent clubs Metro and Smart Bar, as well as his leadership in the field 
of the arts in the city and beyond. Opened in 1982, Metro and Smart Bar have thrived and survived to be the oldest 
continually owned and operated independent clubs in America. In 1993. he helped start Lincoln Square's Daily Bar 
and Grill, and in 1994, he opened the Double Door, a smaller music club focused on developing new artists. Shanahan 
co-founded the North Clark Street Business Owners Association, and serves as President of the group, which seeks 
lo Improve relations between businesses, residents, and the City of Chicago. Shanahan also serves on the boards of 
Chicago arts charities Young Chicago Authors, Chicago Children's Choir and Rock for Kids. 
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TO BE HONORED SATURDAY, MAY 18, 2013, 5 :00 P.M. 
MARTHA NUSSBAUM, Ph.D. 
Martha Nussbaum is the Ernst Freund Distinguished SeNice Professor of Law and Ethics, appointed in the Law School 
and Philosophy Department at the University of Chicago. She has taught at Ha Nard, Brown, and Oxford Universities. 
Fro,n 1986 to 1993, Nussbaum was a research advisor at the World Institute for Development Economics Research, 
Helsinki. a part of the United Nations University. She has chaired the American Philosophical Association·s Committee 
on International Cooperation, the Co,nmittee on the Status of Women, and the Comn1ittee for Public Philosophy. Sex and 
Social Justice won the book award of the North American Society for Social Philosophy in 2000. Hiding From Hun1anity 
won the Association of American University Publishers Professional and Scholarly Book Award for Law in 2004. 
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TO BE HONORED SATURDAY, MAY 19, 20 13, 9:00 A.M. 
ROBERT TEITEL ANO GEORGE TILLMAN, JR. 
Robert Teitel 
Robert Teitel is a native of Chicago and alumnus of Columbia College Chicago ('90, film and marketing). During his 
college career, Teitel formed a production company by the name of Menagerie Films with fellow alumnus George 
Tillman, Jr. Their first student film, Paula. won several awards including the Student Academy Award. In 1994, Teitel 
produced Scenes for the Soul, a feature film that was shot in Chicago and later sold to Jackson-McHenry at Savoy 
Pictures for S1 million. Teitel then followed up with the well-received and commercially successful feature Soul Food on 
a sparse budget of S7 .5 million. which grossed S43 million. Upon the release of the film. the partners signed a first-look 
production deal with Fox 2000 for their production company, State Street Pictures. State Street's other credits Include 
Men of Honor, Barbershop and Barbershop 2. Currently, Teitel is shooting the indie The Inevitable Defeal of Mister and Pete, 
with George Tillman directing and Jennifer Hudson and Anthony Mackie starring. 
George Tillman, Jr. 
George Tillman, Jr. has consistently demonstrated the potential of cinema to be both profound and entertaining by 
crafting films that speak to the Important issues of our times through diverse, engaging characters living in story worlds 
we recognize and care about. He developed his passion for movies and honed the craft and creativity necessary to 
follow his dreams at Columbia College Chicago, from which he graduated in 1991. At Columbia he formed a directing/ 
producing partnership with fellow alum Robert Teitel and they later formed their company State Street Pictures. Tillman 
wrote Soul Food, based on his own childhood experiences growing up. He also directed Men of Honor starring Oscar· 
winning actors Cuba Gooding, Jr, and Robert De Niro, and he recently completed The Inevitable Defeat of Mister and Pete. 
He is currently in development on the MIies Davis biopic Miles: Prince of Darkness. 
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TO BE HONORED SUNDAY, MAY 19, 2013, 12:30 P.M. 
JESSICA STOCKHOLDER 
Jessica Stockholder works at the intersection of painting with sculpture. Her work so1netimes incorporates the 
architecture in which it has been conceived, blanketing the floor, scaling walls and ceiling, even spilling out windows 
and into the surrounding landscape. Stockholder became Chair of the University of Chicago's Department of Visual Arts 
in 2011. She brought with her twelve years of experience as Director of the Sculpture Department at the Yale School of 
Art. Stockholder has exhibited widely in North America and Europe, at such venues as the Dia Center for the Arts, the 
Centre Pompidou in Paris, the Open Air Museum in Belgiurn, the Power Plant in Toronto, Canada, the Whitney Museum 
of American Art, P.S. 1, New York, SITE Santa Fe, the Venice Biennale, Kunstmuseum St. Gallen, and Mitchell-Innes & 
Nash Gallery in New York. 
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TO BE HONORED SUNDAY, MAY 19, 2013, 12:30 P.M. 
ALLEN M. TURNER 
Allen M. Turner is immediate past chairman of the boa rel of Columbia College Chicago's Board of Trustees. In 1965, he 
Joined the family investment firm The Pritzker Organization where he became partner. He served as chairman of the 
board of McCall's Magazine and American Family Publishers. as well as a director of Hyatt Corporation. 
His interest in theatre began in the 1970s and led to his involvement with Victory Gardens Theatre, where he served 
as its first board chair. Turner played a key role in guiding Victory Gardens Theatre to a position of financial stability. 
Subsequently. he joined the board of the Goodman Theater, serving as the board chair from 1982 to 1985. His 
academic activities include: lecturer on American Theater. Cambridge University and Yale University; and lecturer. School 
of Business Arts Management Program. University of Wisconsin, Madison. He was recently appointed to the academic 
post of Professor at Tongji University, Shanghai, China. 
Turner has served on Columbia's board since 2002, and as chairman of the board since 2005. As chairman, he 
dramatically raised the profile of Columbia within Chicago's civic and philanthropic communities, and supported 
the college·s evolution from a regional to a high-profile, national and international campus. Further. he oversaw 
the establishment of student and faculty representatives to the board of trustees. Mr. Turner also provided critical 
governance support for the development of the Media Production Center. the acquisition of the Johnson Publishing 
Building. the 618 S. Michigan Avenue building. and the Sherwood Conservatory of Music. and an increase in student 
housing beds from 500 to 2,500. 
Turner served as chairman of the board of the ML1seum of Contemporary Art of Chicago. 1991-1996. During that time he 
oversaw the construction of the current museum building and the completion of the capital campaign. In five years, the 
MCA grew from its storefront operation to a world-class institution. 
He received his Bachelors of Business Administration degree in 1958 from the University of Wisconsin, Madison. He 
received his J.D. from the University of Cl1icago Law School in 1961. 
Turner grew up on Chicago's Southside. He and his wife, Lynn, reside in the Streeterville area of Chicago. They have two 
adult children. Jennifer Turner Gordon and Christopher Turner. 
His musical endeavors include: writing the words and music for his performance How I Learned to Play the Piano for 
the Chicago Humanities Festival: composer of Lost and Found, an opera for children; writing the words and music and 
performing vocals for the song Waiting for 1he New York Times in the documentary film of the same name; and composer 
of Esther: 1he Musical. commissioned by the National Foundation for Jewish Culture. performed by the Chicago Children's 
Choir and the Lakeside Singers. 
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2013 ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARDS 
Each year, the college recognizes alun1ni who have n1ade outstanding contributions to their fields and embody 
the mission of the institution. Awardees receive a uniquely crafted certificate that portrays a captured ray of light, 
symbolizing their energy and spark of creativity. 
May their accomplishments inspire you, the Class of 2013, to strive for greatness along your chosen paths. 
LEONARD ELLIS 
Undeclared (BA '52) 
Leonard "Uncle Len" Ellis is a visionary in the radio and country music Industry. In 1958, Ellis helped start the Country 
Music Associa tion (CMA) to promote the genre's growth. By the early 1960s, he started his own company, Porter 
County Broadcasting (now Radio One Communication), which holds four stations in Northwest Indiana: 1500 WAKE-
AM (oldies), 103.9 WXRD-FM (classic rock), 107.1 WZVN-FM (modern adult contemporary), and 105.5 WU E-FM 
(country). In 1964, he and his wife Bee, established WAKE-AM in Valparaiso, Indiana. 
Ellis was nan1ed Mr. Dee Jay USA in 1963 and the Country Music Association's Small Market Disc Jockey of the Year 
in 1978. In 1983, he became a member of the Country Music DJ Hall of Fame. He was named one of ten "Legends of 
Country Radio" by national rad io and recording industry trade journal R&R. As a charter member of the Country Music 
Association, Ellis served on its first board of directors. A legend among his peers, Ellis has spent n1ore than 65 years in 
the industry and is still known to this day as ·uncle Len." 
30 
MICHAEL GOI, ASC 
Film & Video (BA '80) 
Michael Goi, ASC, was born and raised in Chicago. When he was eight years old, he convinced his parents to buy him an 
eight millimeter camera, which he used to make movies with the help of neighborhood kids. After attending Columbia 
College Chicago from 1976-1980 and graduating valedictorian, Michael worked as a part-time teacher at Columbia while 
simultaneously shooting television commercials and feature documentaries for PBS such as Wrapped in Steel and Fired 
Up: Tile Story of Public Housing. 
Early in his career, Goi worked as a production assistant on 1he Blues Brothers, opened a photography studio that 
specialized in fashion and industrial images. shot the horror film Moonstalker, and wrote the screenplay for the action 
film Chains, his second feature credit as a director of photography. From his early beginnings to a storied career, Goi 
has compiled more than 50 TV and film credits, includingA1nerican Horror Story, Glee. and WiUess Protection. He was 
nominated for the American Society of Cinematographers' (ASC) Outstanding Achievement Award for the telefilms 7he 
Fixer and Judas, the pilot of n1e New Normal, and the series Amer/can Horror Story: Asylum. Goi wrote and directed the 
dramatic feature film Megan is Missing and has received Emmy nominations for Glee and My Name Is Earl. 
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MARY A. MITCHELL 
Journalism (BA '91) 
Mary A. Mitchell is an editorial board 1nember and columnist for the Chicago Sun-Times. She is a recipient of a number 
of journalism awards, including the Award of Excellence from the National Association of Black Journalists; the Studs 
Terkel Award fron1 the Con1munity Media Workshop; and the Peter Lisagor Award from the Chicago Headline Club. In 
2011. Mitchell was inducted into the Chicago Journalisn1 Hall of Fame. Mitchell's columns continually raise community 
awareness about important advocacy issues including criminal justice, police misconduct, and race relations. In several 
instances, her reporting led state legislators to strengthen laws protecting the rights of women and children. 
In addition to her Sun-Times column, she has written for several national publications, including Essence magazine. From 
2006 through 2010, Mitchell co-hosted a popular Sunday 1norning public affairs program on V-103. She is a frequent 
panelist on wnw·s Week ,n Review and FOX-TV, and has appeared on national news programs, including Meet tile Press. 
Mitchell is married to Melvin Johnson and has six grandchildren. She resides in Chicago's South Shore neighborhood. 
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A RECORD OF RECOGNITIONS* 
1964-2013 
2013 Lorenzo Rennie Harris Dancer, 
Choreographer, Artistic Director and Professor 
2013 Joseph Shanahan Founder and Owner 
of Metro and Smart Bar 
2013 Martha Nussbaum, Ph.D., Philosopher, Author 
and Professor 
2013 Robert Teitel and George Tillman, Jr. 
Filmmakers 
2013 Jessica Stockholder Sculptor and 
Installation Artist 
2013 Jane Hamilton Author and Novelist 
2013 Herbie Hancock Musician 
2013 Warrick L. Carter. Ph.D., College President 
and Musician 
2013 Allen M. Turner, Businessman, Arts Activist 
and Musician 
2012 Phil Ramone Music Producer 
2012 Lee Flaherty CEO, Flair Communications Agency 
2012 Philip·Lorca diCorcia Photographer 
2012 Steve James Documentary Filmmaker 
2012 Warren Spector Video Game Designer 
2012 Mavis Staples Vocalist 
2011 Regina Taylor Actress and Playwright 
2011 Bruce Mau Designer 
2011 Ryan Schreiber Arts Entrepreneur 
2010 Dr. Peter Magubane Internationally Acclaimed 
Photographer 
2010 Alex Kotlowitz Nationally Renowned Author 
and Journalist 
2010 Robert Klein Award Winning Actor and Comedian 
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2009 
2009 
2009 
2009 
2009 
2009 
2009 
2008 
2008 
2008 
2007 
2007 
2007 
2006 
2006 
2006 
2005 
2005 
2005 
2004 
2004 
2004 
Kunihiko Ukifune Businessman ('t) 
and Educator 
,pf 
Alison Knowles Artist 0 Carla Delfos Arts Education Leader and 
Executive N 
Ray Bradbury Author LL 
Thomas Misner Audio Engineer. Producer 0 
and Educator 
Lee Eliot Berk, Esq. Music Educator I (/') Trisha Brown Dancer and Choreographer (/') 
<( 
Dan Rather Journalist and Broadcaster 
_J 
Philip Bailey, Ralph Johnson, 0 
Maurice White , Verdine White Renowned 
Musicians and Recording Artists w 
Graciela Iturbide Celebrated Photographer :r: 
I-
Joe Adams Producer and Arts Manager LL Armyan Bernstein Producer, Screenwriter, 0 and Director 
Dionne Warwick Renowned Recording Artist I-
z Buddy Guy Blues Musician w Bernard Sahlins The Second City Founder 
Linda Johnson Rice Journalist ~ 
w 
Bill Viola Video Artist 0 
Mark Heister Fashion Designer z 
Alan Kay Computer Innovator w 
Bill T. Jones Artistic Director and ~ 
Choreographer ~ 
Mary Ellen Mark Photographer and Humanist 0 Frank Rich Author, Editor and Cultural Critic 
0 
2003 Russell Simmons Art & Music Advocate 
2003 Lois Weisberg Arts Manager & Advocate 
2003 Tony Kushner Celebrated Playwright 
2003 Henry Fogel Arts Manager & Advocate 
2003 John Wideman Celebrated Author 
2002 Grace Paley Author and Activist 
2002 Alan Arkin Actor and Director 
2002 Jawole Willa Jo Zollar Director and 
Choreographer 
2002 Lewis Mani low Art Advocate 
2001 Alton B. Harris Outstanding Columbia 
College Chicago Trustee 
2001 Jesse L. Jackson, Jr. Member of the United 
States House of Representatives 
2001 John Szarkowski Curator, Photohistorian, 
Writer, & Photographer 
2001 Danny K. Davis Congressman and Advocate 
for Education 
2001 Lisel Mueller Pulitzer Prize-winning Poet 
2001 Renee Ferguson Investigative Reporter and 
Community Activist 
2001 Harold Ramis Director and Screenwriter 
2001 Mikhail Baryshnikov Outstanding Contributor 
in the Field of the Arts 
2000 Oral Lee Brown Entrepreneur and Savior of 
Children 
2000 Sidney L. Port Philanthropist, Businessrnan, 
and Son of Chicago 
2000 Robert V. Remini Scholar and Teacher 
2000 Robert Shaye Pioneer of Independent Fi lm 
1999 Arthur C. Nielsen, Jr. Market Researcher 
and Corporate Leader 
1999 Sara Paretsky Mystery Writer and 
Champion of Women 
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1999 William E. Strickland, Jr. Empowering the 
Disadvantaged Through the Arts 
1999 Sherman Joseph Alexie, Jr. Storyteller, 
Poet. and Voice of Truth 
1998 Momma Hawk Mentor of Hope for the Chil-
dren 
1998 John H. Bryan Exemplary Leadership in 
Business and the Arts 
1998 William Warfield Magnificent Voice of the 
Century 
1998 David Henry Hwang Truth-teller for Our Times 
1997 Fred Eychaner Media Innovator and 
I nspi ring Activist 
1997 Margaret Corbett Daley Civic Activist and 
First Lady of the City of Chicago 
1997 James W. Compton Champion of Racial 
Equality 
1996 Irv Kupcinet A Man, a City, an Era 
1996 John W. Rogers, Jr. Chicago's Pioneering 
Investment Leader 
1996 Isabel Allende The Voice of Spirits, Magic, 
and Dreams 
1996 Richard Hunt Mozart of Metal Sculpture 
1996 Paul Simon United States Senator 
1995 Victor Skrebneski Photographer and Artist 
1995 John H. Johnson A Voice of Reason for All 
People 
1995 Sandra P. Guthman A Driving Force Behind 
Social Progress in Chicago 
1995 Eugene C. D'Angelo, Jr. A Positive Catalyst 
in the Communications Industry 
1995 Ann Landers The Most Influential Woman in 
the United States 
• 
1995 Ben Vereen The Very Defin ition of 1990 Faith Hubley Animator and Illustrator 
Entertainer 1990 Leon Despres Advocate of Social Justice 
1990 Yousuf Karsh Photographer 
1994 The Right Honorable Hage G. Geingob 1990 Haskell Wexler Cinernatographer C") Prime Minister oflhe Republic of Namibia 1990 Clarence Page Editorial Columnist 
1994 Myrlie Evers-Williams A Champion of Justice ... 
1994 Reverend John T. Richardson A Chicago 1989 Bernard Lown Nobel Laureate For Peace. 1985 0 
Leader in Higher Education 1989 Sterling Stuckey Historian N 
1994 Rita Simo Musician. Teacher, and Social 1989 Bernice Weissbourd President, Family Focus LL Reformer 1989 Leon Lederman Nobel Laureate in Physics 0 1994 John Hope Franklin A Scholar for Our 
Generation 1988 Kenneth G. Ryder President, Northeastern U) 
University, Boston U) 
1993 Etta Moten Barnett Stage and Film 1988 Mike Royko Newspaper Columnist <( 
Performer, and Arts Educator 1988 John Birks "Dizzy" GIiiespie Jazz Trumpeter 
......J 1993 Cindy Pritzker President, Board of 1988 William Julius Wilson Sociologist u Directors. Chicago Public library 1988 Ardis Krainik General Director, Lyric Opera 
1993 Rigoberta Menchu Nobel Peace Prize Winner of Chicago w 
1993 Jane Alexandroff A Prime Contributor to :r: 
the Success of Colun1bia College 1987 Lawrence K. Grossman President, NBC News I-1993 Carol Moseley-Braun United States Senator 1987 Pastora San Juan Cafferty Professor, 
1993 Cokie Roberts Senior News Analyst, Social Service Administration LL 
National Public Radio 1987 Jack Brickhouse Sports Broadcaster 0 
1987 Margaret Burroughs Founder. DuSable 
I-1992 Hedrick L. Smith Journalist Museum 
1992 Mathilde Krim Medical Scientist and AIDS 1987 Irving B. Harris Distinguished Contributor to z 
Crusader Human Welfare w 
1992 Henry Aaron Baseball Player and Executive 1987 James Hightower Texas Commissioner of ~ 
Agriculture w 
1991 Douglas Turner Ward Founding Artistic Director, u The Negro Ensemble Company 1986 Fred Friendly Broadcast Journalist and z 1991 Helen Valdez President, Mexican Fine Arts Educator 
Center Museum 1986 Linus Pauling Nobel Laureate: Chemistry 1954 w 
1991 Johnathan Rodgers President, CBS Television and Peace 1962 ~ 
Stations 1986 Randall Robinson Executive Director, ~ 1991 Willard L. Boyd, President, Field Museum of TransAfrica 
Chicago 1986 William Ford United States Congressman 0 
1986 Ruth Adams Editor, Bulletin of the Acomic u 
Scientists 
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1985 James Hoge Publisher, New York Daily News 1979 Jessie Woods Director, Urban Gateways 
1985 Eileen Southern Music Historian 1979 John Fischetti Political Cartoonist 
1985 Ray Nordstrand President, WFMT, Inc. 1979 Maya Angelou Poet 
1985 The Honorable Conor Cruise O'Brien 1979 Carlos Fuentes Novelist 
Diplomat and Writer 1979 Tom Wicker Journalist 
' 
1984 William Appleman Williams Historian 1978 Robert Coles Social Philosopher 
1984 John Lewis Composer, Musician, and Founder 1978 Edgar Y. "Yip" Harburg Lyricist 
of the Modern Jazz Quartet 1978 Abby Mann Television and Fihn Writer 
1984 Victor Navasky Editor, 771e Nation Magazine 1978 Addie Wyatt Labor Humanist 
1984 Pamela Harriman National Civic Leader 1978 Carlos Chavez Cornposer·Conductor 
1983 The Honorable Harold Washington Mayor, 1977 Oriana Fallaci Journalist 
City of Chicago 1977 Eliot Wigginton Educator 
1983 Marjorie Craig Benton United States 1977 Maria Martinez Potter 
Representative to UNICEF 1977 Gordon Parks, Sr. Photographer, Fi lmmaker, 
1983 Marcel Ophuls Documentary Fi lmmaker and Writer 
1983 Christopher Jencks Educator 1977 Daniel Schorr Broadcast Journalist 
1982 Helen Caldicott Peace Advocate 1976 John Hammond Columbus of American Music 
1982 Sherry Lansing President, 20th Century Fox 1976 Roman Vishniac Biologist and 
1982 Luis Valdez Writer Director and Producer Microphotographer 
1982 James Van Der Zee Photographer 1976 Katherine Kuh Art Critic, Curator, and Writer 
1982 Garry Wills Columnist 1976 Jonathan Kozol Educator and Social Critic 
1976 Ed Bullins Playwright 
1981 Franklin A. Long Scientist 
1981 Harry Edwards Sociologist 1975 Arthur Mitchell Director, Dance Theatre of 
1981 Michael Cacoyannis Film Director Harlern 
1981 Marilyn French Writer 1975 Bricktop Entertainer 
1981 George McGovern Statesman 1975 Alexander L.C. Wilder Composer 
1975 George W. Bonham Editor-in-Chief, Change 
1980 Hermon D. Smith Chairman, Field Foundation 1975 Seymour M. Hersh Pulitzer Prize-winning 
of Illinois Reporter 
1980 Harry Weese Architect 
1980 Lois Wille Journalist and Pulitzer Prize Winner 1974 Albert E. Jenner, Jr. Distinguished Lawyer 
1980 Ronald Willian1s President, Northeastern 1974 Ivan Albright Artist 
Illinois University 1974 James T. Farrell Writer 
1974 Ruth Page Dancer 
1974 Charlemae Rollins Acclaimed Librarian 
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1973 Harrison E. Salisbury Associate Editor, 1968 Edward Kennedy "Duke" Ellington 
New York Times Composer 
1973 Bob Fosse Film, Theater, and Television Director 1968 Louis J. "Studs" Terkel Writer 
1973 Rosa Parks Montgomery, Alabama 1968 Ralph Nader Citi zen Cir) 1973 Myles F. Horton Director, Highlander Folk School 
.... 1973 James B. Holderman Executive Director, 1967 Dwight W. Follett Publisher 
0 Illinois Board of Higher Education 1967 Kenneth F. Montgomery Attorney 
1967 Norman Corwin Writer, Poet, and Playwright N 
1972 Quentin D. Young National Chairman, Medical 1967 Langston Hughes Poet LL. 
Committee for Human Rights 0 1972 Pauline Kael Mot ion Picture Critic 1966 Eugene Rabinowitch Editor, Bulletin of 
1972 Chester "Howlin' Wolf" Burnett Musician Atomic Sciencists Cf) 
1972 Neil Sheehan Reporter, New York Times 1966 Frederick Douglas O'Neal President, Cf) 
1972 William F. Russell Sports Commentator, Actors' Equity <r: Coach, and Athlete 1966 John Brademas United States Congressn1an 
_J 
1972 Newton N. Minow Public Servant and Attorney u 1965 Curtis D. MacDougall Distinguished Teacher 
1971 William Proxmire United States Senator, 1965 Paul Hamilton Engle Poet and Teacher w 
Wisconsin 1964 Gwendolyn Brooks Poet :r: 
1971 Kay Boyle Writer I-
1971 Joseph Papp Director, New York Public * Honorary Doctorates in Arts, Science, Letters, Music LL. Theatre and Shakespeare Festival and Humane Letters 
1971 Charles G. Hurst, Jr. President, Malcolm X 0 
College, Chicago I-1971 Aaron Siskind Photographer and Teacher z 
1970 R. Buckminster Fuller Architect w 
1970 Frank Reynolds Broadcast Journalist ~ 
1970 Fannie Lou Hamer Chairman, Mississippi w 
Freedom Democratic Party u 1970 William M. Birenbaun1 President. Staten z Island College, New York 
w 
1969 Sister Ann Ida Gannon, B.V.M. President, ~ 
Mundelein College, Chicago ~ 1969 Charles Wilbert White, Artist 
0 1969 David Halberstam Reporter, Pulitzer Prize 
Winner u 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE 2013 
Amanda Abeling Valeria Fanelli Mallory Ingram Jethrow Palacio 
DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & JOURNALISM DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
COUNSELING COUNSELING 
Ashley Patrice Fargnoli Marcus Pass 
Jaclyn Ann Abramson DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & lfetayo Kitwa na JOURNALISM 
DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & COUNSELING DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING COUNSELING Oemy Potter 
Amanda Fondow INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
Brittany Baker DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & Jasmyn Leapheart 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS COUNSELING INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS Crystal Frances Ramirez JOURNALISM 
Julie Frances Brannen Ellyn Fortino Sarah Macha] 
DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & JOURNALISM INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS Anson Relick 
COUNSELING DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & Grace Gachocha Monica Malanga COUNSELING 
Lynn Rebekah Chapman INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & COUNSELING Ashlee Rezin 
COUNSELING Amanda Geilenfeldt JOURNALISM 
DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & Karissa Martens 
Wei Chiung Chen COUNSELING DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & Ricardo Rosa 
DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & COUNSELING JOURNALISM 
COUNSELING Eva Glaser 
DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & Elise Moore Krista Emily Samborsky 
Lindsay Copeland COUNSELING DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & COUNSELING COUNSELING 
COUNSELING Kamahria Hopkins Chen Zou DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & Haneefa R. Muhammad 
Sarah Cortez COUNSELING ELEMENTARY EDUCATION INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING Meghan Murphy-Sanchez DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
Diona Donelson COUNSELING 
JOURNALISM Maria Alexandra Ninos 
Stephanie Ewing DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
JOURNALISM COUNSELING 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF ARTS MA N AGEMENT DEGREE 2013 
Laura Bock Jane Cox Lauren Hallford Carolyn Sybesma 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Margaret Cangelosi Jay Cundiff Erin Madden earl Varnado 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Mana carrasquilla Caitlin Duennck C8itlin O'Meara Ian Wilson 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Edward Christesen Samantha Funt Alistair Porter Andrea Young 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Laura Clark Shelly Godefrin Sarah Schwartz 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING DEGREE 2013 
Rachel Bernkopf Russell Gihan Khara Matthews Elizabeth Rosenberg 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ART EDUCATION 
Byron Bishop II Danielle Holtz Sarah Neitz Ashley Saunders 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ART EDUCATION 
Wendie Bloxsom Savera lftikhar Mo Park Kimberly Tracz 
ART EDUCATION ART EDUCATION ART EDUCATION ART EDUCATION 
Cherise Collins Kristie Jorfald Jacqueline Roberts Gabrielle White 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Todd Gervase Richard Kruzel Adriana Rodriguez Hague Williams 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ART EDUCATION ART EDUCATION 
CANDIDATES FOR TH E 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS DEGREE 2013 
Maria Abraham Sharon Burns Arifur Raham Choudhury Sunnye Durham 
FILM & VIDEO · DIRECTI NG CREATIVE WRITING • FILM & VIDEO · DIRECTING FILM & VIDEO· DIRECTING 
Tilly Adu-gyamfi 
NONFICTION 
Stephanie Clay Aladdin El-kadi 
FILM & VIDEO · CREATIVE Alison Carpenter CREATIVE WRITING · POETRY FILM & VIDEO· CREATIVE 
PRODUCING CREATIVE WRITING · PRODUCING 
NONFICTION Matthew Cohen 
Nicholas Albertson MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR Gregg Evans 
PHOTOGRAPHY John Carr THE SCREEN PHOTOGRAPHY 
FILM & VIDEO · CREATIVE 
Matthew Arado PRODUCING Andrew Dena Erik Fassnacht 
CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION FILM & VIDEO· DIRECTING CREATIVE WRITING · FICTION 
Ramon Castillo 
Karen Arakelyan CREATIVE WRITING · FICTION Gabriel Dib Nicholas Ferrario 
FILM & VIDEO· DIRECTING MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR FILM & VIDEO· DIRECTING 
THE SCREEN 
Tara Boswell Meghan Forajter 
CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY Daniel Duffy CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY 
CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION 
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Krista Franklin Clare Kosinski Shannon Milliken Patrick Samuel 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & FILM & VIDEO· CREATIVE CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY 
PAPER ARTS PRODUCING 
Dan Mollison Jay Seawell 
Elizabeth Gilder Dan Kramer FILM &VIDEO· CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR PRODUCING M 
PAPER ARTS THE SCREEN Leah Shaheen 
..-1 Daniel Myers FILM & VIDEO· CREATIVE 
Kate Glasgow Joshua Kramer MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR PRODUCING 0 CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY MUSIC COMPOSITION FDR THE SCREEN 
THE SCREEN Andrew Shepperson N Jordan Hill Ton, Nealie CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION 
CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY Thavary Krouch CREATIVE WRITING· LL 
FILM & VIDEO· DIRECTING NONFICTION Ryan Spooner 0 Mary Horan CREATIVE WRITING· 
FILM & VIDEO· DIRECTING Michael Lahood Colleen O'Connor NONFICTION 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & CREATIVE WRITING· Cf) Matt Hunter MEDIA NONFICTION Sergei Stern Cf) FILM & VIDEO ·CREATIVE MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR 
PRODUCING Susan Lanier Paul Parker THE SCREEN <! CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR 
--' Elizabeth Isakson THE SCREEN Sarah Tarkany 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & Justin Limoli CREATIVE WRITING• POETRY u PAPER ARTS CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY Josh Poehlein 
PHOTOGRAPHY Jennifer Marie Tatum w Wes Jamison James Lordeman CREATIVE WRITING· 
CREATIVE WRITING· MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR Alexa Rittichier NONFICTION :c NONFICTION THE SCREEN INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & I-MEDIA Athanasios Tsiris 
Kurt Kennedy Paul A Massignani Jr FILM & VIDEO· CREATIVE 
LL CREATIVE WRITING• FICTION CREATIVE WRITING• FICTION Jennifer Rodriguez PRODUCING 
Thomas Kesling Micah Mccrary 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & 
PAPER ARTS Tatiana Uhoch 0 
FILM & VIDEO· DIRECTING CREATIVE WRITING· CREATIVE WRITING • I-NONFICTION Raiford Rosson NONFICTION 
Hannah King FILM & VIDEO· DIRECTING z INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & Jacqueline McGill Cynthia Vargas 
PAPER ARTS INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & Christopher Saclolo CREATIVE WRITING• FICTION w 
PAPER ARTS INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & ~ Meghan K,ninger PAPER ARTS Jacob Victorine 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE Marion McMillan CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY w SCREEN FILM & VIDEO· DIRECTING Claire Sammons 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & Tobias Yoshimura u Michelle Korte lcccia Zachary Arthur Mehrbach PAPER ARTS FILM & VIDEO· CREATIVE z INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & FILM & VIDEO· DIRECTING PRODUCING 
MEDIA w Brian Miles Joshua Young 
CREATIVE WRITING • POETRY CREATIVE WRITING · POETRY ~ 
~ 
0 
u 
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VALEDICTORIANS 
Stephanie Davern, Art & Design 
Stephanie Jimenez, Television 
Brett E. King, Cultural Studies 
Suzanne Miller, Marketing Communication 
Cassandra Norris, Journalism 
Jason Piszczor, Fllm & Video 
CANDIDATES FOR THE 
HONORS PROGRAM GRADUATES 2013 
The students listed below are the 2013 graduates of Columbia"s Honors Program. The Program was initiated 
during the 2009-2010 academic year and requires completion of fifteen credits of designated Honors sections of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences Core courses. Honors Program Graduates· regalia includes the gold Honors stole with 
Columbia's Presidential Seal embroidered in black on the wearer's left. 
Raefa Ahmad Alsalah 
BA JOURNALISM 
Brianna Baurichter 
BFA ART & DESIGN 
Sayla Marie Blackwood 
BA FICTION WRITING 
Ariel Anne Brown 
BA CREATIVE WRITING 
Meghan Curran 
BA CREATIVE WRITING 
Ryan Micheal Farmer 
BA FILM & VIDEO 
Jacob Lamar Fruend 
BA THEATRE 
Stephanie Marie Giovia 
BAARTS ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Darbee Nicole Hagerty 
BA FICTION WRITING 
Sarah Elizabeth Kaddatz 
BS ACOUSTICS 
Ryan James Kohler 
BA FILM & VIDEO 
Kelsey Rose Kuc1k 
BA MARKETING COMMUNICATION 
Andrew Zachary Marciniak 
BA JOURNALISM 
Suzanne E. Miller 
BA MARKETING COMMUNICATION 
Alaina Marie Moore 
BA ART & DESIGN 
Megan Elizabeth Mueller 
BA ART & DESIGN 
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Julia Marie Plale 
BA FICTION WRITING 
Christopher Robert Prunotto 
BA GAME DESIGN 
Samantl1a Saiyavongsa 
BA JOURNALISM 
John Patrick Schmidt 
BA ARTS ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Alex Joy Stedman 
BA JOURNALISM 
Mary Katherine Zerbe 
BA ARTS ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
CANDIDATES FOR THE 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC DEGREE 2013 
Michael Lamont Alexander* lhomas Gavin Graham John Taylor Streiff 
Adam Zachary Allison• Melinda Jane Lawlor Jordan Michael Tate* 
Hanna Ingrid Ashbrook James Marshall Lordeman* Brittany Janay Thompson 
Michael Patrick Byrnes Kailey Ariel Rockwell Kelsee Monet Vandervall 
Angela Renee Carlson Cesar Armando Romero Alex Wildner 
Marissa Katherine Deitz* Antonio Cameron Ross Christopher Hert Yamaya 
Nicholas Lee Fane• Brian Christopher Smith 
Aaron Alcaraz Garcia Morgan Lindsay Stanton 
CANDIDATES FOR THE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 2013 
Karim Bahn Sarah Elizabeth Kaddatz* Matthew WIiiiam Sharp 
Ryan Scot Brewer• Jace Andrew Klburz nm Adam Sweeney* 
Ryan Carey Cranfill Eric WIiiiam McGowan* Gregory Michael Szczotka 
Graham M. Everhart Thomas William Noble Jaimie Christine Szuhay 
Anton Aleksandr Filyayev Kevin Richard Oliver Quinn* Zachary David Wagner 
Amanda Mary Griskell Chester Thomas Raney Pako Yu* 
Christopher William Hulik* Joshua Raphael Rivkin 
Scott Joseph Hulteen Alberto Ramiro Ruiz 
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CAND IDATES FOR THE 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS DEGREE 2013 
Christopher Abbey Fabian Matthew Brisco Megan Lee Margaret Earl* Margaret Sinclair Harding 
Lukas Yonis Abubeker* Lukas Pont us Brooks Jessica Lee Egan* Katelyn Elizabeth Harper 
Tristan Christopher Adriano Scarlett Michell Brown Elizabeth Briggs Elston Ariel Veronique Harris 
Erin Kelly Agnoli* Brendan Tynan Buck Christina Marie Erickson Sara Eliza beth Harris 
Amber Renee Aguero Jessica Deonna Burks Shawn Alexander Erickson* Hope Sophia Hasan 
Angela Rae Ahrenholtz Emily Campbell Lauren Elizabeth Ernest Joshua David Hauth* 
Anthony Edward Alfons, Ali Marie Cantarella* Ashley Rae Esposito Mallory Ann Hawes 
Hadeel Alkhawaja Brett Capen Kayla Ann Evans Hana Ruth Hawker 
Hanna Clarissa Anderton Manuel Castillo Rick Laurence Ewing Alexa Rae Heinrich 
Veselin Andreev Shaina Charles Samantha Sierra Felipe Hector Alfonso Hernandez 
Aleksandra Andruzheychik* Samantha Chatman Heather Rae Ferrari Daniel Garrett Hickey* 
Brittani Anne Anselmo Max Christian Clarke Dawn Marie Fifer* Ryan Patrick Higgins 
Michael Paul Anthony Mau John Consolazio Samuel Kieth Fleming Salina Marie Hill* 
Dillon William Arloff Nathan Maurice Cooper Bernice Fountain Emily Michelle Hitchcock* 
Nicholas Sean Arlowe Bianca Cordero Ariel Caitlyn Frey Allyson Hock 
Mercedes Marie Armstrong lily Belle Cote Lisa Marie Gaida Bradley Robert Hoffman 
Danielle Brett Austin Kasey Melanie Courter Paul Matthew Gair Melodie Anne Hoke* 
Tyler Avery Lauren Nicole Cousino Mariela Garcia Cassidy Lauren Holtz 
Nionekaly Shalvaw Ba Corinna Oveta Cowles* Joseph Ryan Geiger Mariah Elaine Houlihan 
Kyle Bak Maria Elvira Cruz Allison Leslie Geitner Jonathon Hubbert 
Jacqu,nete L. Baldwin Sarah Tremain Culbertson* Kyle M. Genander Ariel Meisha Huffman 
Abraha1n Ban Chelsea Culver Nina Genatossio Lauren Geneva Humphries 
Egle Bankauskaite* Jason Rene Curescu Keela Mae Gendron Ian Keith Inglis 
Mallory Beth Bartes Sara Kimberly Dauer Katherine Marie Giannini Lauren Michelle Jackson* 
Margo Elizabeth Bartler* Daniel David Cara Edesse Gigante Ronald Derell Jackson 
Beata K Bartoszewicz Nehemiah Demetrius Thomas Craig Glass Alex John Jamrozy 
Dominique Devonte Davidson Caroline Margaret Gohlke Brittany Ann Johnson* 
Bassette Christopher John Dazzo Lisa Toby Goldberg Najman* Devyn G Johnson 
Kelsey Amelia Bates Andrew DeFurgalski Eunice Gomez Jennifer Lynn Johnson 
Brianna Baurichter Leslie Elizabeth DiCarlo Emma Dalia Gonzalez Kevin James Johnson 
Andrea Bell* Caryn Elise Ditsch Balderas* Ti mo thy M. Johnson 
Sarah Marie Berger Daniella Christine Doll* Tia Monet Greer Powell Cl1ristian Jordano 
Brian Thomas Bieschke Jason P. Done Whitley Ne,er Grey* Joseph Winfield Joyner 
Paul Ketema Birhanu Ellysa Ann Dongoski* Aaron Robert Gross Charlotte Kahler 
Jeremy Jorth Blake* Christine Dugan Wesley Ray Groves Kari Lynn Kamin 
Wendie A. Bloxsom Megan Marie Dupre Donald Melvin Guevara Ed Daegun Kang 
Margaret Ann Bouffard* Cody Scott Duvall Eric Gupana Vicky Kao 
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Zachary Samuel Kaplan Roberts Leonardo Mapura* Perla Patino Oscar Salgado 
Celeste Louise Karier Justin Edward Mags1no Elhot Patterson Elizabeth Salinas 
Anna Kaspar• Marasigan Nicole Ann Penz Emily Patricia Sanford* 
Joanne Marie Kennedy Paulina Mariak* Jason Darnel Pere Rodriguez Daniel James Sawyer 
Gloria Kim Sam Marino• Ricardo Perez Jacqueline Kathryn Scala ('t) 
Kelley Eileen Knudson* Candice Lauren Martello Ashley Germaine Peszek Erin Elizabeth Schiller 
.-f 
Stephen Edward Kolacki BenJamln Kelly Marth Dustin Pettegrew Kelly Ann Schmidt* 0 Kathleen Mane Kovarik Catherine Hannah Mathieu Sean Michael Petykowski David Schmitt N Michaela Krebs Gina Lynn Mayes l11umy Tran Phan Annamarie Elizabeth Scotello 
Sharvan Gururaj Kulkarni Jennifer Lane McCarthy Ryan James Pilot Alyssa Marie Serena LL Katarzyna Joanna Maneke Elisabeth Jonathan M Pivovar Dan Max Shapiro 
Kwasniewski McClendon• Monica Pizano Heather Nicole Shaw 0 
Joseph Ramon LaMonica David Lampard McEach1n Paulina Pizon Kelsey Nicole Shelton (/) Elmer Corvera Ladlad Laura Ann Medek Holly Megan Porter Marie Shelby Shiroishi 
Jesse Michael Lankford Alexandria Rose Medler* Dennis Lee Prewitt Megan R Shrewsbury (/) 
Pedro Jaime Larios· Kristie Melissa Melgar Jordan Zachary Price Martin S1tta• <( 
Gonzalez Annette Mendoza Mame Provost Joseph Edward Siwak 
_J 
Dylan Larson Noel Mercado Chrissy Bridget Quinlan Samantha Delor Skelton u Renner Andrew Larson Annette Marie Migala Shannon Nicole Quinlan Llewellyn Lenier Skulark 
Erin Law lzabela D Mikolajczyk* Jessica Quintero Steven James Sledzinski w 
Nina Larysa Lawnn* Hartley Morgan Miller Samantha Raggioh Benjamin Adam Sliwa :::r:: Lien lhi Thanh Le Savannah Margo Million Hannah Lee Rebern1ck• Julia A Caroline Soderberg* 
I-Sean Patrick Leary Corinne Chloe Mock Ashley Nichole Reed Justyna Anna Solarz 
Jermaine Lamont Lee Cecilia Morales Jonathan nu Remoquillo Lynn Marie Sorrentino LL 
Shuky S Leung Yvette Morales Yasmin Verin Reyes Zachary David-Eugene 0 Amanda Melissa Lewis John Carlos Moreno Neil Patrick Rhea Stemenck 
David Chen Li Melisa Marie Morgan* Erica Marie Ricketts Sara Louise Stompanato I-Edward R. limperis Michael Dana Mulvey Rocio Robles Elianna Cydney Stone z Taylor Marie Linhart Meghan Eileen Murphy- Adriana Rodriguez Karen Lynsey Stowell 
Martha Cindy Lopez• Sanchez• Cesar Patrick Rodnguez Mariah A Streater w 
Serafin Lopez* Nina Nemeth Peter F Ro111es Chenoa Marie Stroud ~ Madeleine Lowery Lauren Marie Niemiec Monique Renee Roquet Sarah Emily Swenson 
Michael Joseph Ludwig Tanya T Nikolic Debra Gail Rosenberg Danielle Marie Swistek w 
Alicia Marie Lullo Risa N1sh10 Danielle Elisse Ross Melissa Mane Tamosa1tts u 
Andrea Renee Luna• Ashley Nicole Nixon Emily Michelle Roth Teresa Nicole Therrien z Erik Richard Lundquist Alexandra Sasha Noe Keith James Roy Brigid EIieen lhomas w Yesenia Melina Macias Marcus David Nuccio Hannah Runyon Eric John Thompson 
Glenn lhomas Madigan• Erin Margaret O'Connell Rachel Simone Russell Cecilla M Tito ~ 
Kristina Magda Brittney o·Keefe Leila Aghdas Ryndak* Britney Elizabeth Treuo* ~ Trianna Celia Majalca Samuel Julius O'Reilly Amanda Christine Sacy Diana Kathryn Trychta 
Mason Samuel Maimed* Mikka Ela Teruel Olarte Gracia Esperanza Alicia Kay Turner 0 
Ashley Ann Malouf Yael Orellana Sadlier-Taylor Eric Stanley Uhl u Kelly Alyse Manteck Melissa Jeanette Patino Gabriel AleJanClro Saloana Laura Diane Uhl 
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Heidi Ann Unkefer* 
Grant Dylan Vallone 
Jessy Lyn Van Horn 
Maria Camila Vargas 
Ashley Vasquez 
Tanya Marie Vazquez 
Japhania Joel Vejendla 
Kerri Lyn Venable 
Sarah Elizabeth Viktora 
Megan Michelle Voloch 
Zachary Walters 
Cheng Wang 
Qianyuan Wang 
Henry Becton Warren* 
Sarah Louise Wasinski 
Jessica Lee Weber* 
Rachel Leanne West 
Megan J. Whinery 
Christina Whitehouse 
Adrianna Louise Wilder* 
Apryll Monet Williamson 
Agnieszka Wozniak 
Annie Delaney Wozniak 
Alice Xiao 
Stephanie Renee Yaeger 
Sandra Yau* 
AmyZahi* 
Daniel Jerry Zalewski 
Scott J Za reski 
Jiayin Zheng 
Hayley Michelle Zin1et* 
46 
CANDI DATES FOR THE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 2013 
Vince James Abbate 
Allyson Jacqueline Abelman 
Adewole Adebayo Abioye 
Jordana Abisdr1s* 
Dylan Charles Abramovich 
Jonathan Martin Acevedo 
Carolyn Jean Achepohl* 
Brittany Alise Adams 
Crosten D. Adams 
Steven Robert Adams 
William Adamy* 
Victoria Adernj1 
Kathryn Carson Adkins* 
Leslie Joyce Adkins 
Michael Benjamin Adler 
Ddalis Adrian 
Viclor Agama 
lkechukwu Samuel Agbas1 
Carmen Aguilar 
Grecia Jacqueline Aguilar 
Jose Luis Aguilar• 
Catherine Rose Ah1ers 
Steven Patrick Ahlman 
Michael Adam Aldarondo 
Evan Lambert Alexander 
Lauren Ashley Alexander 
Michael Ryan Alexander 
Danira Allhodz1c 
Darnel Patrick Allen 
Knsten Kay Allen 
Nathan Spencer Allen 
Rebekah Michelle Allen* 
Killian Leigh Allgood 
Meaghan Rae Allison 
Claudia Anne Alpert 
Raefa Ahmad Alsalah 
Victona Kathryn Alt 
Erin Gaillin Altekn,se 
Shawn WIiiiam Altman 
Paul Atuculese1 
Kathleen Alvarado 
Maria Del Carmen Alvarez 
Ramon Alvarez-Sm1kle 
Pnyanka N Amin 
Qu1niAmma 
Lori Anne Amos 
Jeff John Andersen 
Allison Nicole Anderson 
Arabella Anderson 
Ariel Dionna Atkms 
Janae Carolyn Aye 
Marcel Ayers 
Mame Lena Ab1yah Ba 
William Bradley Babich 
Morgan Leigh Bacon 
Reynalda Baena Rodriguez 
Nathan Allan Baer 
Peter G. Bagdonas 
Yusef Latif Baig* 
Bret Daniel Baker 
Jeffrey Bnan Baker 
Darnel Baldizon 
John Tucker Barrie 
Sylvia Bart 
Cleveland Eugene Anderson Julius Orestes Baldridge 
Juha Nicole Barteau 
Megan Nicole Bartie 
Anna Pauline Bartola1 
Anthony Bartucci 
Zachary David Bartl* 
Stephanie Ann Basa 
Don Allen Bates* 
Bianca Nicole Battaglia 
Yeshi Sisay Battle 
Christopher J. Baugh 
Raquel Bautista 
Brittany Ann Beatty* 
Erik Scott Anderson 
Geoffrey Allen Anderson 
Lee M Anderson 
Mark Cody Anderson 
Matthew Allen Anderson 
Samantha Joan Andolsen 
Brian Joseph Angell 
Rachel Mary Angres 
Jamie Anton1ck 
Amanda Charise Aranyi* 
Mikhail Yuriyvich 
Ardashnikov 
Maureen Arevalo 
Rosetta Lynn Argento 
Nickolas Dimitri Argoudelis 
Guillermo Etdah1 Arizona 
Chanel Latrice Armstrong• 
Elizabeth Therese Arnott 
Maria C. Arroyo 
Roy Martin Arsenault 
Jordan Lewis Ashbacher 
Alex Earl Ashley 
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Ryan William Foster Baldwin Lisa Marie Beck 
Keiren Maria Baliban 
Dakota Shayne Balka 
Elena Ballara 
Samantha Ann Balleto 
Josefina Ballines 
Bradley Jerome Banks 
Emmanuel Kofi Bansa 
Aleksandra Baran 
Angela G. Barnes 
Zachary Ryan Barnes 
Ken Barnett 
Sarah Jean Barnett 
Rebecca Jean Barnum 
Dominique Solle! Baron 
Stevie Theresa Barosso 
Elizabeth E. Barr 
Martin Barraza 
Teresita Alexandra Barrera 
Caitlin Maureen Barrett 
Emily Elizabeth Barrett 
Maxwell Campbell Barrett 
Bryan Victor Becker* 
Delaney Reynolds Becker 
Denae Beckett 
Ashley Marie Beedon 
Julian Bradford Bell 
Olivia Michelle Bellon 
Esperanza Caridad 
Benavides* 
Samuel Paul Bengtson 
Christa Michelle Bennett 
Alexander David Benoit 
Krista Husak Benson 
Amanda Lynne Bergeron 
Carmine Mae Bermejo 
Jordan Alexander Bernardo 
Serena Rose Bernstein* 
Darlene Marie Berry 
Tyler Matthew Berry 
Kate Gandice Besenjak 
Briana Beverly 
Colleen Susan Seyler 
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Sofia Maria Bibhowicz Eric John Bonnichsen* Jerdane Terrell Brown David Peter Calderon 
Jade Noelle Biesboer Jacob Alexander Bontrager Jessica Ann Brown* Andrew Michael Calhoon 
Sara Margaret Bill Derek M Boone Lisa Brown Elliot Nelson Callighan 
Robert Con or Bi Iii ngs-Clark Katelyn Jean Booth Megan Mae Brown Manuel Camargo 
Riley Billingsley George Borawski Caroline Ana is Browne* James Yoder Campbell 
Brian Anthony Billuni Nathan Borowski* Melanie M Brownfield Justin R Canavan 
Quincy Lee Stephen Bingham Justin Allan Bostian* Casandra Brucci Madeline Claire Candy 
Lauketha Keara Birden Sophia Bostic Evan David Bruce Benjamin Samuel Cantor 
Byron Edward Bishop II Cynthia Stewart Bottomley Jennifer Leigh Brumgart Jana Lee Capozzoli 
Stephen Miles Bisinger Thomas George Bowman Bianca Monet Brummell Gregory Joseph Cappis* 
Daniel James Bixler* Peter Norman Bowse* William Joseph Bryan Jessica Lynn Capron* 
Brittany Kiara Black Timothy Dwight Bowser Stacey Nicole Bryant Jesus Carlin 
Lucas Longoria Black Laura Boyd* Tiara L. Bryant Elizabeth Anne Carlton 
Joseph Dyar Blackhurst Michael Matthew Boyd* James John Bucci Garrett Carney 
Erin Michelle Blackwell* Tyler Patrick trimborn Boyle Whitney Nicole Buchanan Felicia Veronica Caro 
Sayla Marie Blackwood* Matthew Bozenda Andrew Thomas Buckley* Kiah Ann Carpenter 
Allyson Jordan Blau Jordan Mariduena Bracewell Jessie Marie Buckley Jacqueline Elizabeth Carr 
Jonathan Jordan Blazek Erin Shea Brady* Kristina Rose Budgin* Maria Daniela Carrera* 
Samuel Wesley Bleakly Megan Rose Brady Joseph Buhnerkempe* Jordan Casey Carriere 
Rudolf Bless Juliana Janette Brecher Stacy Jebett Bullard Annabel Carrillo* 
Stephen David Bliss Jonathan William Bregman Nicholas Michael Bumbaris Thomas Michael Carroll 
Jeffrey Adam Bloom* Ashley Brendle Kristoffer Jaren Bunch* Carn1ella Theresa Carrozza 
Brittany Blumenthal Jovana Brenner Sarah Marie Bunker Brittany Danielle Carter 
Sarah Elizabeth Blythe Anthony Bresette Anna Bernadette Burger Rachel A. Carter* 
Jessica Elizabeth Boatright Dillon James Breslin Shelby Lynn Burke Timothy Carter* 
Elizabeth Angela Bobak Ryan Michael Bringas Alex us Antwanette Burks Patricia Casas* 
Carter Joseph Bobb-W1 llis Nikolas Robert Brink George Burnett* Matthew Don Case* 
Elena Bobysheva* Alexis Nichole Brinson Chelsea Mcmillen Burns Stephanie Agtual Caspelich* 
Jason Edmund Bochat Amanda Jane Brinton Kevin Michael Burns James Louis Cassidy 
Melissa Kathleen Bodkin* Uriel Alexandro Brito Brittany Danielle Busche Brian Maurice Castile 
Allison Eileen Bodnar Jaros* Jonathan Wesley Broadus Morgan Ashley Bush Daisy Pereda Castillo 
Chelsey Kristina Boggs* Gregory Michael Broderick Jason Alan Butkiewicz Cynthia Selene Castorena 
Samantha Helene Bohne Caitlin Elizabeth Brodie* Logan Wake Butler Daniel Andres Castro 
Alex Bohs Chelsea Marie Brooks* Nicole Marie Butler Dawn Marie Castro 
Carlos Manuel Bolanos Eli Gehrig Broomhall* Andrew Jackson Buttermore* Ram Dionido Catapang 
Jerico Boling Mark Edward Brosnan Elizabeth Christina Byrd Nathaniel Cater 
Jacob Edwin Bol I Matthieu Joseph Brousseau• John Lawrence Byrne-Szafoni Staci Cawley* 
Andrew Thomas Bondlow Ellyce Marie Brower Michelle Lynn Cachey Ricardo Ceniceros 
Brianna Nicolette Bone Ariel Anne Brown Colin Patrick Cadman* Wllliam Cessna 
Christopher Charles Bonifas Austin Brown Kimberly Rochelle Cahoon Elena A. Chaikin 
COurtney Meredith Bonner Craig Matthew Brown Grace Ann Cain Jacob Scott Chambers 
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Maya Laxm1 Chandran Jennifer Charise Coleman* Keith Naihan Crawford Nathaniel Paul Davis 
Yl·Han Chang Sophia Delores Coleman Richard John Crawford Tyler Russell Davis 
Megan Marie Chaperon* Victoria Anne Coleman Christian Dior Creasy Matthew Michael Davoren 
Alissa Nicole Charbonneau Brittany Lauren Collett Rayven Nicole Crockett Shannon Karin Dawson M Ashley Victoria Charleson* Darryl Royce Collins Colin John Croom D'Andre Taylor Daye 
Elizabeth Rae Charlton Ryan Scott Raymond Collins Michael James Crowley Ana Gabriela De La Mora .... 
David Leonardo Charry Hannah Marie Collinson· Steven Patrick Crump Ronda Jo De Paola* 0 
Kevin Ron Chatfield Pautz Sarah Ann Cubalchini* Frank DeBartolo N 
Ash1ma Chauhan Carmen Melissa Colome Aaron Peter Culberg Allison Christine DeGeorge 
Jeffery D. Chears David Colon Rachel Elizabeth Culbertson* Anna-Cara DeGrand LI... 
Gina Sophia Chelette Sean Corey Combs Michael Cronin Cullen Lauren Elizabeth DeGroot* 0 
Alexander William Cherne Jeffrey Alexander Comeaux Miranda Almae Cummings Ariel Kristin DeLaRosa 
Abigail Cherney Natalie Joy Conatser Alexandria Nicole Cummins Domenica Dela Torre Cf) 
Sasha Chiglo Roland Beau Coniglio Grayson Cronin Cunningham Elizabeth Louise Deleeuw Cf) 
Mark Anthony Child Tara Cristen Conneally Ryan Patrick Cunningham Joseph Adam Delong <x: 
Timothy Connor Childers* Benjamin Ryan Connors Meghan Curran* Kyle Ian DeRam 
.....I 
Lorin Patrice Childs Frank Patrick Connors Maya Alexandria Curtis Jake Michael Devries (_) 
Claire carter Christenson Kamille Contreras Michael Cutrone* Brittany Jasmine Debaltz 
Patrick John Christofaro Alma Lynn Cook* Rafa! Cwiok Caitlin Elizabeth Dec w 
Kayla Diane Chrlstopherson Kara Jane Cooper Andrew Christopher Czupta Nelson David Delgado I 
John Chung Travus Steven Copeland Nicholas Steven Czurylo Vincent Mario Deluca I-
Brian Thomas Ciaccio Jose Alejandro Corcoles Larissa Danielle D'Andrea Alexzandria Rachelle Delullo 
Angela Marie Cibich Vargas Christopher John DaCosse Gregory Robert Dely* LI... 
Zachary Michael Cieslak Allison Elizabeth Correll* Angela Rose Dabruzzi Paul Alexander Demos 0 
Terrance Clancy Alexandra Lee Corwin* Benjamin Manuel Dacoba Samantha Renee Derbigny 
Lynnessa Jontlf Clarett Bryan Keenan Cosgriff Kennet11 Louis Daggs Cameron Marie Derby I-
Kevin Melvm Clark* Kathleen Jane Costanza* John Robert Dalton Nina Priscilla Dew z 
Lorne Nicole Clarkson Rene Elaine Cousmeau* Ryan Thomas Dalton Stefan Di Pippo• w 
Michael Joseph Clawson Ashleigh Coven Rebecca Christine Daty• Nealle George DiPaolo ~ Mallory Deann Click Jasmine Cowo Steven Paul Danietewicz Gordon DiQuattro 
Brittany Lynn Clifton Brian C. Cox Ahmad Dominique Daniels Michael Paul DiSalvo w 
Kevon Lee Cline Davis Cox Daniel Brent Dantzler Reyna Nohemy Diana (_) 
Dan,el Cloward Kyle Lynn Cox Keith Charles Dathe Gloria Cristina Diaz z 
Alex William Cobb Sophie Victoria Cox Caleb Zachary Daubendiek Rebecca Diaz w Atz1mba Cobos Chelsea Leigh Crabtree* Stephanie Noelle Davern* Victor Diaz 
Ehav Benjamin Cohen Mariah Genee Cradd1ck* April Renee Davis Jeni Marie Dick ~ 
Joshua William Cohen Raven S. Craig Emily Ann Davis Madeline Joan Dick ~ Sean Michael Colandrea* Thomas Ryan Cramer* Jessica Elaine Davis Alexander David Diedrick* 
Joffre-Charles Colbert Andrea Lianne Crandall Kassie Alyssa Davis Joseph Diegel 0 
Belynzia Coleman Timothy Crane LaTerra Monea Davis Beau Brenton Dillard (_) 
Desiree Marie Cole* Amanda Crawford Melanie Dawn Davis Lauren Victoria Dillon 
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Sofia Dimopoulos Eckermann Andrew Favale Peter William Ford* 
Jordan Dinwiddie Spencer Garrett Eckl Juan Angel Favela Victoria Paige Ford 
Jeffrey lhomas Dittburner Stephanie Ann Eder Patrick Michael Fawell* Jack Forman 
Dylan Robert Diveley Timothy Edward Edson Nicholas Fedora Hannah Michael Forshee* 
Morgan L. Dixon Enesha Edwards Elias Feghaly Aimee Kathleen Forte* 
Rachel Doe Monica Lipscomb Edwards Hannah Michelle Fehrman Ellyn Elizabeth Fortino* 
Phil Francis Doherty Ashley Marie Egan Jordan Beth Feld Marie Elizabeth Fortsch 
Ekaterina ll ieva Doldjeva Benjamin Eggler lhomas Cody Feldhacker* Caleb James Fortune 
Melissa Domagala Chelsea Lynne Eidbo* Amy Feng Benjamin Elliott Fout 
Amy Michelle Dominguez Joshua Hillel Eidenberg Michel le Nicole Ferguson David Charles Fouty 
Jennice Dominguez Gediminas Einikis* Laura Elizabeth Ferkaluk Ashley Alysa France 
Anne Kaelie Donahue- Denise Laila Eiserman Lance Ryan Ferrell Larissa Gayle Franklin 
Grossman* Sarah Elabdi Jonathan Michael Ferriter* Joselin Frausto 
Hannah Rachel Donnelly Alex Wi lliam Eldridge Jacob Lee Fick Forrest Malcolm Frazier 
Joseph Doria Pat Elifritz Loren Scott Fiedler* Paulina Temme Freedman 
Michael Sean Dorsey Kiera Shaunece Ellis Alexandra Leigh Field Stephanie K Freimuth 
J. D. Doss Brian James Emerson* Blake Mitchell Fights Sean Freund 
Cyrille Dossa Chadd Will iam Engel Angell Figueroa Emily Anne Frisbie 
Setondjro Eric Dossou Seth Maxwel l Engel Andrijana Filipovic Michael Philip Fritts* 
Erin Gayle Doubenmier Christopher Andrew Engh Hannah Irene Filipski* John William Froman 
Sean Patrick Doyle* Hope Marie England Danielle Filosa Taylor Frontier 
Emily Augustine Draznik* Lisa Marie Enriquez Lisette Lauren Fiol Jacob Lamar Fruend 
lhomas David Drinka Michael Epifani Zachariah Robert Fisher Olivia Michelle Fryer 
Kara Christine Duh Kimberly Anne Epsky Eric Charles Fiske Scott R Funk 
Brian Stephen Cami lie Dyan Ervin Laura Eliza beth Fitzpatrick Lindsey Renae Furniss* 
Dukerschein* Jore I I Dela Cruz Espinosa Hayley Lynn Flaherty Scott Bryson Gabrels 
Geoffrey Chauncy Dukes Brittany Unique Evans Michelle Beverly Flamm Jeremy Jonathan Gabryszak 
Tavis Reynard Duncan Dain Alexander Evans* Samuel John Francher* Sheila Maureen Gagne 
Tabitha Anne Dunhardt Edward S. Evans Anna Helen Flayton Jennifer Rose Gall* 
Penney Nicole Dunmars Spencer Ambrose Ray Evans Josh Tyler Fletcher Shaun Michael Gallagher 
Heather Lynn Dunoon Danielle Evitts Alejandro Flores Steven Anthony Gallardo 
Hannah Lea Dunsirn Robert Weston Eyster Gabriela Flores Griselda Galvan 
Arnel Durakovic Katherine Elizabeth Griselda Flores Melanie Bianca Galvan 
Aaron Richard Durdan Eytcheson* Martha Patricia Flores* Natal ie Carolina Galvan 
Melinde Dzabiri Anthony Fallico Michelle Sasha Flores* Jillian Lyndsey Gambill 
Kevin Robert Dziepak Andrew Wolfe Fallon Joseph Michael Flynn Alyssa Danielle Gambia 
Steven Christopher Earl Ryan Micheal Farmer Kyle lhornas Flynn Analy Gamino 
Jenna Jean Ebersberger Nicole Marie Farnsworth Elliot Foley Connor Gandolfo 
Kara Layne Echert Te'shon Marquise Farr Justin David Forcier* Timothy Joel Gant 
Madeline Eckart* Marissa Christine Farris Angela Toinette Ford Fabiola Garcia 
Stephanie Imelda Emily Dorothea Fasold Grace Colleen Ford Jordan Pecson Garcia 
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Nina Cristina Garcia Jamie Lynn G1iluly Jennifer R Grlmaudo TTmothy Jacob Harnew 
Ruth Garcia Stephanie Marie G1ov1a Toni Lysette Grimes Omar Haro 
Megan Garcia-Moloznik Ben Curtis Giska Marko Grujic Andrew Given Harper 
Ryan Matthew Gardner Simona Giulio Christopher Anthony Anja Lauren Harris ('t) Stephanie Carmela Gardner• Marqueketa Tranae Glenn Guilatan Faye Meishell Harris 
Shoshannah I Gardner- Chanel C. Glover Nevena Gueorguleva Samuel Harris .-1 
Frankel Cameron Thomas Goetz Amanda Katherine Guerra Cody James Harrison 0 
Ian Patrick Garrett Roberto Gomez Keith Guerrero Oevin Harrison N 
Ashli Nicole Garza Adrian Noel Gonzales Miriam Guerrero Matthew Jordan Harrison 
Marissa Garza Yesnia Gonzalez Michelle G. Guice Shannon Leigh Harry LL. 
Mano Garzon Campuzano Dana L. Gordon Lisa Marie Guillen Christine Rose Hartigan 0 
Adam Christoph Gasperoni Ronson Elias Gorguis Stephanie Gunawan Hannah S. Hartman 
Riddle Maranda Perice Gorr-Oiaz Jeffrey Edmund Gunderson Willtam Stephen Hartman (/) 
Jannarie Gaston Charles Flynn Goss Andrew William Gunnerson Althea Janielee Danyell (/) 
Kyle Alan Gatlin Tatyanna Shanee Goss Romina Gutierrez Harvey <t: 
Johnna M. Gause Elizabeth Mane Gottmann* Ryan Michael Guy Bailey Elisabeth Haseltine* _J 
Jason Michael Gaut Heather Rose Gouldsberry Rebecca Anne Guyon Colin Brady Hatch u 
Cecily Marano Gaw Christopher Michael Gourlay Humberto Guzman Lucas Michael Hatfield 
Daniel Joel Gay Rod Alan Grable* Chelsea Leigh Gyger Tyler Douglas Hathaway* w 
Nicholas Asher Gebben* Ryan Joseph Grace Lauren Bailey Hackel Lindsey Elizabeth Hauck* I 
Kevin Gebhardt Kelly Jean Graham* Matthew Anthony Haddad Blake D. Hauschild I-Carly Jo Geer• Samantha Kristine Grala* Emma Grace Hadden• Fred Eugene Hausman 
Ambrosia Sharon Jared David Grant Darbee Nicole Hagerty Alana Hawkins LL. 
Gensterblum* Sara Grant Robert William Haggarty Derick Hawksworth* 0 
Sarah Elizabeth Gentile* Michael Christopher Grantz Cory Alexander Hajde Derek James Haworth 
Alexander George Sean M. Grasse Anne Haley* Sonita Vernice Haynes I-
Jason Gertel Megan Eltsabeth Gravelyn* Malcolm Xavier Hall Joy Delisha Heard z 
Todd M. Gervase Benjamin Michael Graves Sarah Hall Graham Peacock Heath* w 
Dante! J. Gerzina Christopher Graves Thomas Anthony Hall* Danielle Joanne Hecht ~ Samuel Lee Getty Jessie Everett Graybeal* Derek James Hamilton Kayla Leigh Heckart 
Angela Giaco John David Grayson Jade E. Hammer Margaret Hecker w 
Donald Robert Astin Kelly Green* Megan Mary Hammerme1ster Brendan Peter Hegeman u 
Giammarrusco Branick Jacoby Green Megan Justine Hammond Brock Marlin Hegr z 
James Joseph Giannelli* Nathan Andrew Green Quinton Darvell Hampton Seamus Allen Hehir w Michael Charles Giannoni Kelley Eileen Greenan Jacob Gary Hanna Amanda Marie Heinritz 
Deandra Reisia Gibbs Derrick Clifton Greenwood Stuart Hannon Bailey Ann Heinz* ~ 
Nicholas Lane Gibson Camille Elaine Gregory Kristen Marie Harbour* Olivia Ann Heitz* ~ Nicole LeAnn Gilbertson Maranda Janee Gresham Nami Harden* Corey Henderson 
Stacey Deneen Gill Jennifer Littell Gribbin Ryan Matthew Harder Deundrae Hendrix 0 
Sara E. Gillberg Machea Denise Griffin Mary Kathryn Hardiman Courtney Hengst u 
Julian Gilliam Analesia Griggs Sara Olivia Hardy Brittany Dantelle Henrickson 
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Corinne Shoreh Henry Chloe Paige Howard* Lauren Elizabeth Jacus Joy Kahrohn Jones 
Gary James Henry Jaclyn Dianne Howard Peter Alexander Jakal Michael S. Jones 
Daniel Christopher Herman* Joshua Robertson Howard Anna Leigh Jakubik Robert A.B. Jones 
Antonio Gregorio Hernandez Kinelam Abeth Howard Evan Jallouqa Teniya Earmer Jones 
Jason Elliot Herron Raymesha Lashay Howard- Joshua James Todd Jones 
Elizabeth Herzog Williams Michael Thomas James* Mathew Tyler Jordan 
Travis James Hespeler Roseanne Ashley Howe Kara Ann Janachione Bharat Joshi 
Trevor Goodrich Hess Keaton Huber Kelly Jandura Ashleigh Mellissa Jung 
Ivana Hester KaCee Jean Hudson Joseph W. Janes* Hilary J urinak 
Timothy Heverin Riley J Huffman Jordan Nichole Jansen* Megan Kay Kaiser 
Elan Mark Hickler* Alexander Hewitt Hughes Sarah Jane Jarocha John James Kalabokis 
Aundra Marshane Hicks David Robert Hughes David Richard Jaworski Jackie Kaleta 
Michael Patrick Higgins Myles Edward Hughes Devondrick LaCarl Jeffers Melody Kamall 
Kera Cay Hildebrandt Richard Hughey Jeremy Alexander Jennings* Leina Kameyama 
Arthur Christopher Hill Jeremy Michael Hull Arthur Edward Jex Jessica Kaminski* 
Colin Moran Hill Aayisha Chanel Humphrey Stephanie Jimenez* Michael P Kane 
Daniel Aaron Hill Nichole Sharon Hupp* Jam,e Lyn Jirak Joon Kang 
Molly Hillson* Blanca Hurley* Sue Jo Benjamin Lee Kaplan 
Hayden Hinch Benjamin Hutcherson* Keshon Johns Samantha Michelle Kaplan 
Mary Catherine Hines* Kayleigh Anne Hyland Alyssa Marie Johnson Brent Gregory Kappel 
Daniel David Hinkle Julian Alexander lannino Ariana Johnson George Michael Karas 
Cheryl Anne Hinman Mukhtarali Adilovich lbrayev* Chantal Amanda Johnson Hannah Elaine Kardux 
Joseph Jeremiah Hirsch Jennifer Ann Idema Christan Michelle Johnson Jake Ralston Karlson 
July Hizon Brett David Ihde Earl Bernard Johnson Tyler James Karmen 
Adam C. Hoblik Kevin Richard lies Elizabeth May Johnson* David Karp 
Margaret Faith Hobson Michael Scott lliopoulos Erika Tenae Johnson Kati Kasatsky 
Celine Marie Hoegler* Alessandra Nella lncandela* Kiel Johnson Florence V Katzenbach* 
Rebecca Florez Hoffman Loredana Rosaria lntile Melissa Anne Johnson Dustin Daniel Kaufman 
Marisa Lisette Hoffower Katherine C Iorio Paige Brittany Johnson* Matthew Aaron Kaufman 
Phillip Orren Hogan* Mac Joel Mayor lrabagon Rachel Christina Johnson Christopher Shawn Kauten 
Robert Fitzpatrick Hogan Matthew Irizarry Robert Brian Johnson Courtney Lynn Kazmierczak 
Alexander Xavier Holly Boris lsakov Sebastian Johnson Tiffany Kathleen Keane 
Maya Milana Holt Rachel Marie Iwanyszyn Tyler Keith Johnson Aileen Marie Keating 
Katherine Iris Kay Homer Angela Nicole Jackson Theresa Joy Johnston Heather Lee Keaty 
Alexandra E Hontalas-Adams Ashley Janelle Jackson Andrea Danita Jones Marcelina Kedziorek 
Matthew George Hood hood Brandy Chantel Jackson Aspyn Tarron Jones John Kevin Kelly 
Julie Elizabeth Hopkins* Crystal Tina Jackson Carrie Jones Kaitlyn Michelle Kelly 
Tomoyo Hoshino Justin Jason Jackson Christopher Arnold Jones Nicholas Andrew Kelm 
Jonathan Michael House Reiahnna Jackson David Ramsey Jones* Casey Ann Kerker 
Ross Houslander Seana Jackson* Janelle Jones Amber Lee Kerrigan 
Kelly Marie Hovsepian Faith Wright Jacobson Jasmin Patrice Jones Grant William Kettering* 
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Raffinae Marshalie Keyes Stephanie Danielle Kosgard* Kelly Anne Lam1ch Milton Eugene lilly 
Aida Kha1darova Joanne Krystina Kosycarz• Parker Patrick-Doyle Robin Borlong L111 
Paul Khallo Ewelina Kowalska Langvardt* Jhovanni Quiroz Linares 
Arbob A. Khan Eric David Kowalsky Kevin Patnck Lanigan Caitlin Terasee Linden (\') Daniel Hyunshlk Kim Megan Joyce Kowalsky Lawrence Leland Larsen Jeffrey Ronald Lintz 
Jisung Kim Magdalena Kozlowski Sean Lathan Sarah Ann Little .-t 
Jumi Kim Robert Michael Kozyra Aimee Grace Lathrop Terry Joseph Littleton 0 
Kimberly Kim Amanda Rose Kraft Alexander Stephan Latos Paige Noel Liverpool N 
Noeul Kim Tessa Colleen Kratt• Alexander John Lavelle Melissa Lynn Liwanag 
Sang Woo Kim Martin John Kralovec Jordan Lavine Ethan Loafman LL 
Kathleen Elena Kimball Lauren Rose Kramer Ashley Mae Lavore Liam Harrison Corcoran 0 
Sarah Louise Kimball Drew Gammon Krauklls Stephanie Nicole Law Lodge 
Unique Kimble Luke Jeffery Krause Sarah Abigail Lawhead Nicole Katherine Loizz1 (f) 
Brett Edward King* Nicholas Merrill Krause* Melissa Erin Laws Carolina Lopez (f) 
Margaret Mary King Trevor Kravits Adam Homer Lawson Javier Lopez <( 
Yana Kirichkova* Arielle Lauren Kresich Allison Victoria Layman• Victoria Jenice Lonck 
_J 
Erica Marvel Kirk Jeremiah Lee Krickhahn* Landon Olhe LeMoine Thomas Clinton Love u Katherine Jane Kirk Amanda Marie Krim Nicole LeServe• Brandon Loveless 
Alex Kirkwood Ian Jude Knnock Aaron Lechuga Michael Anthony Lovett w 
James Kirschner Anna Kristen Krueger Dana Marie Lee Melissa Michelle Lowery I 
Brianna Lynne Kish Mallory Maureen Krugman* Eun-Jung Lee Elizabeth Lowrie I-Chloe Rose Kittle Rachel Kryzak Leona Marie Lee* Anh Lu 
Birgit Christine Klee* Lillianna Victoria Kryzanek* Tabitha Latrese Lee Yu Lu* LL 
Chase C Kleepbua Martha Kubica• TheCarey F Lee Steven Lucas 0 
William R. Klein Joseph Michael Kuchey Yentyl Dominique Lee Hannah Gaye Luch 
Jeffrey Michael Kleinhenz Kelsey Rose Kucik Taylor Amanda Leet Emmalee Sue Luckas* I-
David Kling Alayna Ann Kudalis Mark Leja Robert T. Luckett z 
Paul Frederick Knight* Blair Elaine Kuhlman Joseph J. Leon Danielle Lucovich w 
Max Knoedelseder Kyle Michael Kuhlman Rebecca Lerner Chaz Ludwig* ~ Nikeshia Kcx:h Alyson Paige Kulln Ashley Shantae Lett Rebecca Ann Ludwigsen 
Paula Kochan Elizabeth Ann Kummer Rikki Erin Levine Michael Christopher w 
James Dean Kocol* Tom Kunjummen Elaina Paige Levmgston Lukasek* u 
Lindsay Joy Koedyker• Andrew Joseph Kunkle Claire Alicia Levinson* Sarah Anne Luke* z Eryn Allen Koehn Nicholas Robert Kuntzman Yael Levitin-Saban• Jacqueline Luna w Andrew D. Koethe Kristopher Michael Kuta Paris Baxter Lewbel Maren Jane Lundgren 
Ryan James Kohler* Alexandra Joy Kutrubis Matthew Brandon Lewis* Joseph William Lundstrom ~ 
Christopher Robert Kolar Robert Kutschke Megan Lindsay Lewis Sean Michael Lundy ~ Jennifer Rebecca Koller Jennifer Lynn la Flora Phillip Houston Lewis Rebecca Ann Lunn 
Justin Kopczynski Grace LaVler Thomas Joshua Lewis Christal Anaese Luster* 0 
Rebecca Lyn Korab Jasmine Enaid Laflora Amy Li Jessica Lutchen u 
Melissa Marie Kordecki Michael William Lambert Matthew Daniel Lifka* Chelsey Nicole Lutz 
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Frances Kathryn Lynch Kari Ann Marquart Kristen Lee Mazanek Tiffany Ashley McPherson 
Justin Gregory Lynk Madeleine Nicole Marret Theodore Max Mazola Matthew Finnigan McQuaid* 
Maureen Therese Lynn Alexandria Louise Marsh Matthew Mazzone Alicia McVane 
Erika Bucari Lyons* Isis Nicole Marshall Lindsey Mazzuca LaDonna McWilliams 
Scott Christopher Lyons Loreal Nicola Marshall Sarnuel Patrick McAI lister Amanda Kathleen 
Zachary Lyons Norman Marston Ian Patrick McAvoy McWorter* 
Erin Joy Mabalay Jennifer Jean Martellotti Charlotte Franchette McCann Amber Rose Meade 
Grant Douglass MacAllister Elizabeth Al lison Martin Natalee Glen McCarthney Joseph Lee Meads 
Jerry Wardell MacKinnon Jerrica Elizabeth Martin Andrew McCarthy Nakera Riyale Medcalf 
Jeremy Mack Timothy Coll ier Martin* Robert Timothy Patrick John Preston Medina 
Adam Nathaniel Mackowiak Vincent Andrew Martinek McCarthy Joel Nathan Mei rovitz 
Joshua Lucas Mahlum Anthony Nicholas Martinez Kathryn Lynn McCarty Daniel Michael Melaniphy 
Rers Kyle Mahnic Colin P Martinez Lauren Kay McClusky Danielle Marie Mendez 
Holly M. Mahone Estefania Martinez Michael Ryan McConeghy Israel Mendez 
Kathleen Marie Mahony* John Frank Martinez Elizabeth Morgan Daniel Meraz 
James Maines Leonor Martinez McConoughey Eric Mercure* 
Daniel Maitland Mansfield Martinez Jennifer Molly McCool* Todd Anthony Merrill 
Amanda Major Maria Martinez* Paul Anthony McCormack* Katherine Mary Methven 
Candice Michelle Majors Maria Guadalupe Martinez Kel ly Michelle McCoy Evan James Metz 
Vanessa Mia Maldonado Melissa Cristine Martinez Micah Leon Mccrary Aaron Michael Metzler 
Ryan Mallegni Roy Steve Martinez Matthew Adam Willian1 Robert Meyers 
Elesha Ann Mallett Leigh Alexandra Martino* Mccree-Cannon Lucas Mccabe Michel 
Caitlin Marie Malone* Loredana Maria Martorana- Kristy Dushay McDaniel Jennifer Mickow* 
Brianna Marie Maloney Weber Evan McDaniels* Jacob Dean Mieske 
Tiaramy Rashon Maloy Maxr Monserrate Masangkay Erin Emily McDowell Natalie Mihok 
Nathalie Maltez Sara Marie Maslanka* Kathleen McEnti re Tyler P. Mikan 
Sarah Mary Mammoser Brittany Aja Massey Veronica Paige McGathey* Eric A Mikkelsen 
Nicole A Mannie Paul A. Massignani Casie Erin McGee Jacob Alexander Mikrut 
Sharisse Alyssa Manning Vasiliki Mastrogianni Nathaniel McClellan McGhee Alyssa Milani 
Benjamin Bentley Manns Charles Match Grady John McGrath Sean Muir Milburn 
Aiza Manuel Erick jay Gallermo Mateo Matthew Galen Dahlin Bradley Mill 
Nelsy Jennifer Marcano Daniella Ann Mather* McGraw Amanda Clare Miller 
Lizzete Marchan Nicolas Steven Mather* Ashley Lynn McHale Brandon Miller 
Andrew Zachary Marciniak Amir Ali Mathis Ryan McKiddy Grady Louis Mill er 
John Martin Marciniak Kasella Matiere Renee Lynn McKinney* Laura Elizabeth Miller 
Noah Thomas Marcus Joelle Matilsky* Brendan Patrick Muriel Miller 
Colleen Mares* Steven John Matos Mclaughlin Suzanne E Miller* 
Luis Alberto Marin Jessica Mattison Aaron Joseph McMillan Travis Paul Miller 
Saral1 Corinne Markgraf Kaitlyn M Mattson Katherine Taylor McNiece* Preston David Millhouse 
Merissa Marie Marks Kaylynn Ann Mayfield Elinor Asta McPherson Meghan Catherine Milligan 
Catherine Marie Marple* Nicole Lauren Mayhew Talana Marie McPherson Evan Merrill Francisco Mills 
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Shannon Marie Mills Hillary Beth Mulcahy Cassandra Lynn Norris* Adam Ormsby 
Jaime Nicole Minick Briana Mullins Kelly Therese North Annmarie Ortega 
Destiney Nashay Minor Christen Marie Mungo Madeline Claire Northway Courtney Samantha Osborne 
Hnsto Elinov Mintchev Olivia Rose Munson Devin Deshawn Norwood Sophia Otap ('I) 
Francis N Miranda Sarah Murawski Joshua Novak Adeyanju Faramade Otes1le ~ 
Javier Miranda Tyler Douglas Murfin Paige Nowak Calvin Daniel Ott 0 Carl Jeanne Mirretti Amanda Elizabeth Murphy Cali Marie Nowosel Jessica Jon Ott 
Ph11icia Venise laine Mizell* Caitlin Ann Murphy Elizabeth Nungaray Emily Mane Owczarzak N 
Adam Daniel Mizner Elizabeth Anne Murphy Corey Allen Nunley Natalie Michelle Ozmon ~ Alison Mllkan Eric Michael Murphy Anna Sue Nuxoll Heather Lynn Paarlberg 0 Katie Ann Molchan Elliot Michael Namay Jessica Nykaza* Brian Nicolas Pace 
Lauren Etta Molitor Lynett Napier Rebecca Kathleen Nystedt Jesseal Pacubas (/) 
Erin Monaghan Bradley B Nardizz, Jamie Morgan O'Brien Frances Elizabeth Page* (/) Meghan Eileen Monaghan Henry Behrouz Nasserbakht Shea Maireath O'Brien Shannon Anastasia Page 
<( Mark Alexander Mondalek Kristen Marie Nathan* Marc Eamonn O'Brom Tessa L Page 
Zachary Edward Montez Ronalis Naveo Melissa Ann O'Connell Andrei Raul Pagsisihan _j 
Gordon lllane Montgomery Devon Nelson Colleen O'Connor* Elmo Gene Painter* () 
Omar Antonio Monzon Ethel R Nelson Emebet O'Connor Jethrow Palacio w Jacob Darnel Mooney* Erin Janelle Nemo Harriett Faith O'Connor Alexis Nicole Palmer 
Max Gregory Mooney* Paige Marie Nettnin Margaret Jean O'Connor Brent William Palmer I 
Nicholas Adam Mooneyham Francisco Raul Nevarez* Michael James O'Donnell Ryan Daniel Palmer I-
Alaina Marie Moore* Ashley Nicole Newell Paul Ryan O'Grady Samuel James Panayotov1ch ~ Melissa Lynn Moore Oerek Laurence Newhouse Morgan Marie O'Leary• Jay Panchigar 
0 Zachary Dalton Moore Anthony Peter Newsome Caitlin Mary O'Meara Christopher Anthony 
Katherine Moraetes Huyen Nguyen Harrison Scott O'Neal Pandolfo I-Lasha lee Morales Alexandria M. Nicholas Robert Pryce O'Neil Jennifer Morgan Panitch* z Sergio Morales Barbara Joanne Nichols* Malinda Nicole O'Neill Marisa Daniella Panzarino 
Broe James Moran Robert Maxwell Nick Natalie Lynn O'Sullivan• Margarita Papalitsas w 
Courtney Everett Morelock Elise Niemann* James Michael O'Toole* Natalie Pappas* ~ 
Christian Adrian Moreno Andrew Luke Gregory Charlie Frederick Ockerlund Mark Para w Vanessa Crystal Moreno Niemchick Leah Faith Odom Whitney Bourne Parcells () James Anthony Moriarty Victoria Nieto Lola Ayisha Ogbara Maria Elizabeth Parise 
Charles Murphy Morkavich Emily Elizabeth Nikfar Tyler Ohley Richard Park z 
Kathryn E. Morrill• Albin Nilsson* Jacquelyn Ann Ohlson Arthur Nathan Parker w 
Lindsey Ann Morrison Megan Taylor Noe Matthew Robert Ohlson Brittney Jenae Parker ~ David Moscatelh Jeffrey Joseph Noel Ale~ David Olivier Jazmen Dominique Parker 
McKinley Moses Elisha Noll Eric Gerald Olson Hatie Jane Parmeter ~ 
Elise Motzny Adam Roy Noreen* Kem Onickel Kathleen Claire Parr 0 D1m1tra Mouzakis Darnel S. Nonnsky Cary Lynn Ooms Nina Francesca Pascolla () Megan Elizabeth Mueller* Alexis Sha'rlce Norman Benjamin Brian Opsahl Marissa Nicole Pascual 
Wall Muhammad Christian Normandy Alexandria Orba Georgi Plamenov Paskalev• 
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Michael James Pastore Jacob Matthew Pilcher Stewart Townsend Quarles John Robert Rendos 
Darien Christopher Pasulka Lisa May Pilgrim Kevin John Quatman Tyler Alberto Rentsch 
Annette Kerstin Patko Matthew David Pina Mario Quatraro Brittney Terese Reposa 
Shaunna Marie Patterson Edward James Piraquive Dee Aydan Quinn Dominic Peter Rescigno 
Sarah Jane Pawlowski* Jason Michael Piszczor* Oryana S. Quintero Catrin S Reyes 
Desmond Raymond Payne Jaime Pitillas Salva Mariela Quintuna Miguel Reyes 
Rachel Ann Pazda* Doug James Pitorak* Alex M Quiroz Edward Robert Reynolds 
Chase Andrew Peacock John Pizzo Rachel Lynn Quiroz Kyle David Reynolds 
Lauren Victoria Pecson* Julia Marie Plale* Juan A. Quispe Asal Patricia Rezaei 
Jonathan P. Peig Jeanette Anne Pleasant Nick Daniel Radice Eliana Danielle Ribitwer 
Marija Dragan Pejkovic Paulina Plewa* Johnny Rad lein Colin Macintyre Rice 
Miriana Pekic Greg Peter Pluta Alexandria Radogna Kate Leane Rice* 
Cole Christopher Pellock Taylor Elysse Pokoj* Kathryn Lea Radosti* Kristin Elizabeth Richardson 
Jacqueline Pena Daniel Robert Polito* Tiffany Rashawn Ragsdale Delia Rae Ridenour 
Samantha Pena Svetlana Pavlovna Pol ya kova Logan Marie Raino-Ogden Lukas Martin Sigurdson 
Joseph Steven Penn* Pablo Ponce Michael Rak* Ridge 
Madison Theresa Percival* Michael James Pool Urie Noel Ramadani Spencer Wil liam Riedel 
Jose Gabriel Pereida E,nily Poole* Crystal Frances Ramirez Tho,nas Willi an, Riegel 
Denise Perez Sa,nuel James Porter Ivonne Ramirez* Nicole Ashley Riek 
Jennifer Lynne Perkins Wojciech Powalka Julie Lynn Ramirez* Danial Riggs* 
Christopher Lawren Christopher Byron Powell Elize Antonia Ramos Ariel Heiden Ringham 
Perkins-Cook Melissa Powers Jonathan Ramos* Paul Olmstead Rinn 
Cristina Perrusquia-Aguinaga Chante Marie Pradella Rogelio Ra,nos Rheana Maycelia Perez Rios 
David Perry Kristen Prappas Coleman Patrick Ranahan Will ie Arthur. Rivers 
Gingie Markettia Perry Ashley Eleonora Preston Kelsey Ann Rasmussen* Anna Louise Rix 
Robert Patrick Pessolano* Ca,neron Howard Pnce Anthony Francis Rataj Kelly L. Rix 
Brian Robert Peters Evan Michael Price Karlyn Nicole Rawlinson A,nanda Lynn Rizleris 
Samuel Todd Petersen Kelly Erin Prieve* Malcom X Ray Readus Joshua Aaron Roberman 
Catharine Rose Peterson Jeffrey Thomas Prince James Wi Iii am Raynor Donald J. Roberts 
Courtney Maryann Peterson* Sujittra Promdewet Nicole Michelle Realmuto* Michelle Renee Roberts 
Lauren Petrow Angelina Pronobis Michael John Redmond Stephanie Ann Robertson 
Hoang Viet Pham* Julie Proszynski Jenny Elizabeth Reece James William Robinson 
Michelle Christine Phelan Melanie Felicia Pruitt Conor Reed Justin Andrew Robinson 
Alexandra D Phillips Christopher Robert Prunouo Kristine Danai Reed Lauren Mary Robinson 
Maria Isabel Phillips Jessica Meagen Prus Ryan Andrew Reed Margie Renee Robinson 
David Pierczynski Ivan Benjamin Pryor Aaron Mitchell Reese Theresa Marie Robles 
Tenacia Scola Pierre Andrea N Pulley Jack Gray Reese Erin Carmella Roche 
Danielle Nicole Pierre-Louis Megan Purazrang Sarah Elizabeth Rehder Taylor Daniel Rockhill 
Lauren Elizabeth Piester* Preston Ashley Purchase James Housel Reid* Douglas Rock I in 
Brian J. Pietrusfnski Emily Ann Purpura Lynette Marie Reid Kevin Patrick Rodgers* 
Ryan Blea Pigg Aaron Walter Pylinski Mary Eunice Reid Melissa Leann Rodgers 
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Denise Rodriguez Michelle Dennise Sandoval Melissa Dawn Schwarz• Sarah Katherine Simmons 
James Deighlon Rodriguez Erik M Sands Frank John Schweihs Andrew Francis Simonds 
Ashley Nicole Rogers Joe Sansone Brian James Scocchera Ellen Elizabeth Simons* 
Shada Rogers Megan Kathleen Santisi Stacie Kennedy Scott* Amanda Louise Sims• (W) 
Julia Helena Rohed Janissa Kobayashi Saracino Tamensk Jade Scott Terence Sims 
.-1 Chandler Ciel Nicole Rollins Taylor P. Sarh Hannah Marcella Scoyni Awedra Laryisa Singh 
Rebecca Lynn Romano Kelly Diamond Sarna John Christopher Sedivy Katie Marie Sink* 0 
Margaret Caitlin Ronan Nicholas Padraig Savich Emily Seidelmann John Andrew Sinshack N 
Brittany Nicole Rosano Kenneth Gerard Savoca Sarah Bethany Se1no Neal Andrew Sjaaheim 
I.J.. Thalia Ta Rosario Joseph Dante Scafidi Brent Peter Sekularac* Chelsey Elizabeth Sklare 
Gabrielle Anne Rosas Lindsey Marie Schaefer Marisa Seman Tara Kathleen Skolnik 0 
David Rosenbrock Eric H Schamer Richard Thomas Semtner Megan Ann Skowronski 
Cf) Chelsea Alexandria Ross Kim Schechter• Ron Sershon Susan Nicole Skrzymowski 
Daniel LOUIS Ross Eli zabeth L Scheiner Adam Christopher Serwa Michael Mccaffrey Skuba Cf) 
Victoria Marie Ross* Jeffrey Alexander Nicholas Steven Severson Jeremy William Slayton <( 
William Patrick Ross Scheuermann Josephine Elizabeth Shafer Martinas Slisers ....J 
Danielle Marie Rossi Charles Dalton Schildt* Tarek Shahin Brooke Smart u 
Shelby Anne Rothman Wesley Mark Schilling* Megan Kathleen Shattuck Alex William Smith 
Alexandria Thomas Rowlen Matthew M Schirk Timothy Ryan Shaunnessey Brennan Marie Smith w 
Samantha carol Ruane Cody Michael Schlader Patrick Dane Shaut Bruce Richard Smith* :r: 
Brandon James Rubino Jordan Marcus Schleyer Cody Hayden Shear Corbin Oliver Smith I-
Alex Rubio John Patrick Schmidt Erin Marguerite Sheffer Gina Yvette Smith 
Beth Elisa Ruff* Ryan Patrick Schmidt Stephen Wallace Sheffer Jaleesa Marie Smith I.J.. 
Laura K. Rupp Terrance Anthony Nicolette Ann Sheller* Jeffrey Louis Smith 0 
Taylor John Russ* Schmidlhuber Andrew Bailey Shennan Jessica Maxwell Smith 
I-Steven James Rutledge Richard Paul Schmidtling Jaclyn Grace Shepard Joelle Monique Smith 
Elizabeth Ann Rutzky* Darnel Patrick Schmieder Dominique Lenora Shepherd Joshua Matthew Smith z 
Daniel Patrick Ryan Jessica Rae Schmude Joseph Braude Sherman Kelynn Tierney Smith w 
Dennis Pierce Ryan Mark David Schnotala Shaun Thomas Shervino Kyle Smith ~ Nicholas Watson Ryder Samantha Schob Francis Robert Shervinski Lauren Elayne Smith 
Yuliya Ryvkina Steven Anthony Schorn Julia Anne Shettler Lindsey Marie Smith w 
AnJel Ivan Saez Ariel Denne Schroeder KeunhoShin Melissa Smith u 
Bashir Said Heather Niccole Schroering Jordan Ashley Shipp Naomi Noel Smith z 
Takamasa Saito Lucas Schuler* Michael Shirey Ronnie Smith w 
Samanlha Saiyavongsa• Kaylee Rae Schultz Rachel Ariel Shumilinski Steve Tyler Smith ~ Denise Salgado Thomas Calvin Schultz Shaina Anne Sichelle Stuart Blair Smith 
Nathan Ray Salter Craig Schumacher Rebecca Katina Sigalas Tanner James Smith* ~ Devin Salvatore Sanclemente Emily Paige Schuman Sarah Michelle Sikorski* Christopher L Smith-Jones 
0 Dale Theodore James Nole Anthony Schuyler Armando Rene Silva Sean Michael Smyth 
Sandberg Erin Schwaba Adam Ross Silver Allison Mane Sobczak* u 
Kristin L. Sanders Bryan Joseph Schwaller Meredith Josephine Silver Danielle Marie Sobczak* 
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Jacob Daniel Solano Molly Fe Strom* Gloria Latrice Terry Jakob Paul Unterreiner 
Ryan Scott Solava Sean Roy Struble Frederick w Tesche Matthew Thomas Uragami 
Skye Amelia Solava* Madelyn Margaret Strutz Mona Johanna Thelemaque* Robert Urda 
Julia Rose Solo,non Jessica Bernice Stubenfield Cherise Shantell Thomas Aaqib Iqbal Usman 
Lucas G Sonneborn Melinda Alegria Suarez Danielle Marshell Thomas Erik Bryan Uy 
Nathan Mark Sorensen Trenton Julius Succes Joram Christopher Thomas Andrew Peter Vaccaro 
Ashley Nichole Sorgea Venny Sudjono Laura Christine Thome Daniel William Valdez 
Andrea Louise Soule Fiona Elizabeth Sullivan* Brandon Kyle Thompson Joseph Raymond Valdez 
Charles Munns Sowers William Richard Sullivan Brianna Nichole Thompson Robert Michael Valdez 
James J. Sowka Michael Patrick Summaria Luke Michael Thompson Minerva Valencia 
Guy A Spagnoli Scott Trevor Summers Anna-Rochelle Mayetta Layla Caroline Vallone 
Brittney Spa in Alexander Kelton Summitt* Thornton Alicia Denise Valtierra 
Valencia Mae Spates Brian David Surber* Joy Leann Thornton Klaas H. Van Der Wey 
Jamie Robin Spatt* Keith Andre Surney Caitlain Ryan Tinker* Sandra Lea Van Laningham 
Josl1ua Cody Spellman Conor Dominic Susi Andy Steven Tokarski Andrew Van Meter 
Sian Coleen Lorah Spencer Kevin C. Svandra Carmen Toledo Chelsea Marie Van Midde 
Tina Spentzos Michael Patrick Swanston* Kenneth Eugene Toler* Patricia Jeanne VanGessel 
Chanei Springfield Lauren A Sweeney* Michael Francis To,nasek Chelsea Lynne VanHorn* 
Ricky Michael Staffieri Melissa Elsa Swift Molly Cathenne Torian Megan Nichole VanKanegan 
Alexandra Stalionis Sa,nan Syed Alec Torres Patrick Michael Vanwagoner 
Jeffrey Richard Stangohr ChaTavia Marie Sykes Anna L. Torres* Katrina Rose Vanagaitis 
Jordan Lynn Stapleton Rachel Lynn Syms Rene' A. Torres Louis Karl Vanarsdale 
Nehemiah Luciano Stark* Dawid John Szkodon Jennifer Thao Tran Casey Rae Vange 
Michael Clinton Stathis Ian Scott Szyn1a nkiewicz Vinh Xuan Tran* Hilario Vaquero 
Karl Philip Statz Eli Simon Taber Isaiah Marcus Traylor Anoosh Ishtar Varda 
John Stavola Steven Ronald Taddei* Destine Marie Treadwell Diana Nicole Vargas 
Alex Joy Stedman* Thomas Ja,nes Taglioli Christine Trina Trias Fabiola Vargas 
Alyssa Jo Stedman Justin James Talaga Alexandra Tricarichi Tyler Wayne Vaughn 
Shannon McGuire Steger Dia Binae Taliaferro Laura Trombley Maria D Vazquez 
Enid Stegmaier-Vilar Joseph Michael Tange Natalie Anna Trynoha* Iris Celeste Velardo 
Jacqueline Melanie Stein Ashley Nicole Tarasiewicz Alina Tsvor Lynette Velazquez 
Caroline Elise Stevens Koray Tarhan Andrew Tucker Mary Cully Venderley 
Terrance Michael Stibbe Michael Tatarowlcz Erica Christine Tuite* Niko Tom Vergis 
Vincent James Stimpson Kimberly Lauren Tau Charta,nia Janae Turner Casey Jeanne Vickers 
Nikola Stojkovic* Chad Taylor Chelsey Turner Kevin Andrew Vicks 
Kevin A Stone Edwin Eugene Taylor Daniyel Golden Turner Nicholas Benjamin Vignovich 
Natalie Lockyer Stone Leslie Ann Taylor Korey Julian Turner William Alexander Villacres 
Matthew Healy Stover Ra,nara Chardonnay Taylor Rachael J. Turski* Abraham Villagomez 
Elizabeth Jo Strickler Derya Mel is Tektas* Stosh William Tuszynski Omar George Villalobos 
Jake Edward Striebel* David Ten Clay Alicia Verda le Tyson- Karen Viveros 
Matthew Joseph Stroh Samantha Anne Tenuta Patterson Renato Volpi Neto 
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Rebecca Vosler Candis Danielle Welch Bethany Wirtz• Caroline Elizabeth Zawada 
NhuVu Alice E Werley* Cheyenne Jaz Wise Rebecca Anne Zborowski 
Nora Frances Wade Shimlka Sherice West Leslie Kathryn Wlshnevski* Kelsey Lee Zeigler 
Christopher A. Wagner Evan Daniel Whaley JeremyW,ss Bryan Zelasl..o M 
Samantha Violet Wakefield Jasmine Shunta White Emes Kanoa Wolfe-Doblin* Alyssa Kathleen Zepeda 
"P"I 
Kyle J Waldrop Kelsey Quinn White Amanda Jane Wolter·Smyth Mary Katherine Zerbe 0 Hannah Beth Walker Mark Darnel Whiteman Louis King Lok Wong Jessica Elise Zerby N David Arthur Wall Rebecca Rose Whiting• Elliot Earl Wood Cary Zhang 
Cody Wallace Jamey Elizabeth Whitman Miranda Jo Wood Dee Zhen LL. 
Rebecca Caitlin Wallace• Andrea Wichman Paul Taylor Wood Nock Ziemer 0 Andrew Ken Walsh Rachel Kriston Wickard Kelsey Mane Woods Michael Zima 
Cone Jean Walsh Adam Wickersham Amber Breeana Woodson Jennifer Anne Zipser (f) 
Jesse Mathew Walsh Kartoka Dew, Widjanta• Ahsha Kathryn Workman Jeremy Andrew Zitnik (f) 
nmothy John Walsh Lauren Elizabeth Widor Jessica Nicole Woska Dasha Kae Zumwalt* 
<( Alicia Mary Walter* Tim Robert Wierdak Adam Thomas Wright Daniel Alexander Zuniga 
Marissa Alexandra Walters Mara Katelyn Wierzbicki* Quintel! Thomas Wright Jessica Lynn Zyrowski* _J 
Rachel Danielle Walters Lauren Helene Wilcox* Stephen Arthur Wrzesinski (_) 
Morgan K1erra-Ang Walton- Jeffrey Steven Wilczynski Michael G. Wytrykus w 
McNeal Antonette Latrice WIikins Moriah M. Xanders 
Alaina Rachel Wander Lauren Wilkins Edward Yang :r: 
Alaina Renee ward Bradley Chude Will iams Lila Pearl Yanow I-
Jame,sha Elaine Ward Curtis Dontia Williams Steven Matthew Yasell LL. 
Jessica Simone Ward Danta M. Williams Rebecca Lynn Yaworski 0 Patrick Andrew Wasewicz* Joseph Lee WIiiiams Samantha Marie Yeager 
Andre'al Symone Washington Marla Renee Williams Senah Yeboah·Sampong I-
Mark Anthony Washington Michael Williams Haley Yelenc1ch z Rachel Nicole Washington Molly Elizabeth Williams Jacob M Yeung 
w Jesse Wason Porscha WIiiiams* Ta1wah Yip 
Aja Raffinae Watkins Robert I. Williams Tobias C. Yoshimura ~ 
Ava Rhoney Watson Shonda Chantry Williams Christopher Xavier Young w 
Shunda Alyss Watts Carissa Athena Williamson Ian Quincy Young (_) Wyesha Emma Watts Kendall Alexander Tiffany Young 
Adrien Kyle Wax Williamson Timothy Isaiah Young z 
Christine Renee Weathers Angelique V1llagrac1a WIison Timothy Joseph Young w 
Jessica Marie Weber Jonathan Wilson Whitney Anja Young ~ Charles Wesley Keenen Jamal Wilson Stephanie Eva Younk 
We,chselbaum Patrick James Wilson* Michael Robert Vukich ~ 
Arnie James Weil Rebecca Levitt Wilson Anar Yuldasheva* 0 
Eric Weinberg Allison Marie Wonkier Zona Yun (_) 
Ma,s,e Jeanette Weinschenk Meaghan Louise Winston Michael Stuart Zabrin 
Jenna J Weisberg Caitlin Colleen Wirth* Maria Zavala 
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CAN DIDATES FOR THE 
SECOND BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 2013 
Sarah Catherine Amariat* 
Myra Levette Barnes 
Stephanie Marie Becker* 
Brian Alan Block* 
Beth Brad fish 
David L Burnhan1* 
Richard Owens Carpenter 
Siobhan Marie Cullen* 
Kristen Marie Dant* 
Vadim Flaks 
James Louis Foster* 
Eduardo Pimenta Galha 
Angela F Goeller* 
Hope Ellyn Good 
Rebeca Garza Griffin* 
Bradley J. Helm* 
Gretchen Marden Husting* 
Oleg Valerievich Kazantsev* 
Nathan Kelley 
Jessica Kibblewhite 
Anastasia Kisilenko 
Maureen Jeannette Makela* 
Laura Jeanne Mathys 
Megan Ory* 
Anne Elizabeth Penrod* 
Matthew William Podor 
Jordian Ross 
Logan Rutherford* 
Raymond Lee Sifdol 
Christopher Aaron Smith* 
Judith Anne Stuber 
Carl J. Varnado 
Dennis Ion Zurbano* 
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*Cum Laude (with praise), 
Honors designations listed in program current as of this 
printing. Final designations are listed on transcripts when 
degrees are PoSted. 
Columbia College Chicago 
would like to extend most 
sincere thanks to the faculty, 
staff, students, alumni, 
and friends of the College 
whose hard work and 
talent have made the 2013 
Commencement possible, 
Student Affairs would also like 
to extend heartfelt thanks to 
the Offices or the President, 
Institutional Advancement, 
Campus Environment, 
Business Affairs, Academic 
Affairs, the Provost. the 
Graduate Office and the Oeans 
or the Schools of Fine and 
Performing Arts, liberal Arts 
and Sciences, and Media Arts 
as well as their talented faculty 
and staff for their support. 
Commencement is produced 
by the D1v1s1on or Student 
Affairs (Mark E. Kelly, v,ce 
President Sheila Carter. 
Executive Oirector of 
Student Engagement and 
Culture; and Marvin Cohen, 
Registrar) ,n cooperation 
with the staff of the Office of 
the President. the Office of 
lnst,tutional Advancement, 
the commencement volunteer 
staff. and the entire Columbia 
community. 
Special thanks to Gigi 
Posejpal. Director of 
International Student 
Affairs and Chris Richert. 
General Manager of Student 
Publications, Journalism 
Department, for calling 
the graduates· names. 
Arrangements for the 2013 
Honorees provided by 
the Office or Institutional 
Advancement (Eric Winston. 
Vice President: Diana 
Cazares. Senior Director of 
Event Operations; Chuck 
Lira, Event Operations 
Coordinator; Adrienne 
McGee. Events Operations 
Assistant; and Lynda Tetteh, 
Development AsslstanVFront 
Desk). 
lhe 2013 Commencement 
Producers would also like to 
recognize the rollow,ng: 
ASL - Eng lish 
Interpretation 
Esteban Amaro 
Jenna Baugh 
Ashley Cox 
Jenny Day-Catterson 
Ann Kelly 
Jenny Porter 
Tiffany Sersen 
Duriyah Wilborn 
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Site Production 
Charles Gomez. 
Site Producer 
Debra Liddell. 
Stage Manager 
The Creative Services Office 
Mary Forde, Assistant 
Vice President 
Corey Plazak, 
Production Manager 
Stefan Coisson, Abigail 
Friedman, Graphic Designers 
Anita Strejc, 
Production Technician 
The Office of Student 
Communications 
Nissan Wasfie, Director 
Kathryn Silverstein, 
Content Coordinator 
Jullde Belen, Graphic Design 
Assistant 
Commencement Lead 
Production Assistants 
Tanisha Pina ('14) 
Zachary Dessent ('14) 
Devan Perine ('11) 
Student Production 
Assistants 
Kik1 Kurt (' 13) 
Brandy Martinez ('14 ) 
Lynsey Mukomel ('15) 
Allie Shuman ('14) 
Gracie Vespa ('14) 
Marvalace Garrett ('17) 
Sarah Colbert ('14) 
Program Award and 
Banner Images 
Shannon Page ('13) 
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Manifest & Industry Love Train One Finger Snap Actual Proof 
Events Clip Producers Written by Kenny Gamble & Written by Herbie Hancock Written by Herbie Hancock 
Green River Films, Inc. Leon Huff Arranged by Bob Mintzer Orchestrated by Scott Hall 
Sam Sanders ('01) Arranged by Thomas Gunther Performed by the Columbia Performed by the Pop Jazz 
John Farbrother ('03) Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensen1ble Fusion Ensemble and the 
College Commencement Choir Columbia College Jazz Ensemble 
Co,nposer and the Columbia College Brighter Day 
Paul H. Parker ('13) Jazz Ensemble Written by Kirk Franklin I Seil/ Haven ·1 Found Whac I'm 
Orchestrated by Scott Hall Looking For 
Comn1encement Preshow Dancing In the Streets Performed by the Written by U2 
Joe Cerqua, Written by WIiiiam Stevenson Commencement Choir Arranged by Carey Dead man 
Producer/Director & Marvin Gaye and the Columbia College Perfonned by the Pop Orchestra, 
Steve Hadley, Performed by the Jazz Ensemble The Columbia Commencement 
Associate Producer R&B Ensemble Choir, The Col urnbia College 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Respect Yourself Pop String Ensemble, The R&B 
Music Department Chair See You In Your Dreams Written by Luther Ingram & Ensemble, and the Columbia 
Written by Steve Hadley Mack Rice College Jazz Ensemble 
Millennium Park Sto,np Performed by the Pop Performed by the R&B 
Written by Scott Hall Orchestra Ensemble 
Performed by the Columbia 
College Jazz Ensemble Hollywood Carry On My Wayward Son 
Written by David Wolinski & Written by Kerry Livgren 
Andre Fischer Originally Performed by 
Originally performed by Rufus Kansas 
with Chaka Khan Performed by the Pop 
Performed by the R&B Orchestra 
Ensemble 
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Columbia College R&B Ensemble: Showcase 
Jazz Ensemble Chuck Webb, Director 
Scott Hall, Director 
Emily Nichols, vocals 
Alex Kerwin, lead alto Eleni Sutter, vocals 
Chake1ya Richmond, 2nd alto Kathie Mills. vocals 
Enck Mateo.* 1st tenor Darnel Dancel, gwtar 
Bnan Moore, 2nd tenor Yu Lu,* keyboards 
Karolina Prus. baritone Michael Zabrin. * bass 
Clemons Poindexter, drums 
Xavier Galdon, lead trombone 
Ryan McRob1e, 2nd trombone Pop Jazz Fusion Ensemble 
Maree Sanderson, 3rd trombone Bill Boris, Director 
Ellis Seiberling. bass trombone 
Eleni Sutter, vocals 
Sam ·Trump" Harris.• lead trumpet Chakeiya Richmond, sax 
Parns Fleming, 2nd trumpet Kyle Miller, trumpet 
Kyle MIiier, 3rd trumpet Justin Kopczynski,* guitar 
Josh Miranda. 4th trumpet Yu Lu,* piano 
Christopher Thigpen. bass 
Bill Cessna.• piano Keelan Jones, drums 
Justin Ko1>czynski,* guitar 
Chris Thigpen. bass 
Roy Arsenault,* drums 
Steven Rutledge,* drums 
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Pop Orchestra Commencement Choir 
Carey Deadman, Director Walter Owens, Director 
Diane Delin, Pop Strings 
Director Cherise Thomas* 
Erin Roche* 
Heidie Fifield, vocals Taylor Leet• 
Amanda Smith. vocals Sara Grant* 
Meg Thomas-Cary. vocals Antonio Ross* 
Ean Williams, vocals Forrest Siller 
Luis Echeverria, keyboard Amanda Smith 
Charlie Miller, guitar Ashley Otis 
Michael Lambert,* guitar Cierra Marcano 
Chns Kaczmarek, bass Bnanna Nun 
Mike Boyd,* drums Matthew Steele 
Ben Dacoba,* percussion Endya Black 
Sam "Trump" Harris,* trumpet Rockeal Jones 
Vince Abrams, trumpet Austin Echols 
Jack Willson. saxophone Michael Smith 
Ryan McRobie, trombone Trevey Johnson 
Tyler Schlossman, trombone Shada Rogers 
Tom Franquellt, violin Alyssa Jackson 
Alice Kraynak, v101tn Kayla Kelly 
Kelsee Vandervall, * cello Ashley Mondisa 
Gerald Wright 
Alexandra Adukeh 
*Class of 2013 Graduating Senior. 
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Board of Trustees 
Chairman of the Board 
Richard P. Kiphart 
Past Chair 
Allen M. Turner 
President 
Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D. 
Vice Chair 
Sylvia Neil 
Secretary 
Madeleine Moore Burrell 
Treasurer 
Ralph W. Gidwitz 
Trustees 
Andrew Alexander 
Lester Coney 
Sharon R. Dalenberg 
Steve Devick 
Susan V. Downing 
Jeremy D. Efroymson 
Georgia Fogelson 
John R. Gehron 
Devin A. Gross 
Mary Louise Haddad 
Joan Hammel 
John McClain Hohn es 
Chester T. Kamin 
Pa,nela Kendall-Rijos 
PaulR.Knapp 
Marcia Lazar 
Averill Leviton 
Frederick C. Lowinger 
Howard Mendelsohn 
Madeline Murphy Rabb 
Arlen D. Rubin 
Barry M. Sabloff 
Joseph Seminetta 
Asha LI. Spencer 
Ellen Stone Belie 
Arthur Sussman 
Sona Wang 
Allison Grant Williams 
Hugh c. Willia,ns 
Robert A. Wislow 
William E. Wolf 
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Lifetime Trustees 
David S. Solomon, M.D. 
Trustees Emeritus 
Lerone Bennett Jr. 
Helena Chapellin Wilson 
Samuel E. Pfeffer 
Victor Skrebneski 
Sydney Smith Gordon 
Honorary Trustee 
Bill Kurtis 
Senior Administration 
President 
Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D. 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
and Interim Provost 
Louise Love. Ph.D. 
Senior Vice President 
warren K. Chapman. Ph.D. 
Vice President, Campus Environment 
Alicia Berg 
Vice President, Business Affairs 
and Chief Financial Officer 
Ken Gotsch 
Vice President and General Counsel 
Annice M. Kelly, Esq. 
Vice President, Student Affairs 
Mark Kelly 
Vice President, 
Institutional Advancement 
Enc V.A. Winston. Ph.D. 
Oean, School of Media Arts 
Robin Bargar. AMusD 
Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Deborah H. Holdstein. Ph.D. 
Interim Oean, 
School of Fine and Performing Arts 
John Green, Ph.D. 
Oean of the Library 
Jan Chindlund 
Associate Provost for Faculty Affairs 
Len Strazewski 
Associate Provost for Creative 
Technology Strategy 
lnsook Choi. AMusD 
Associate Vice President 
and Dean of Students 
Sharon Wilson-Taylor. Ph.D. 
Associate Vice President, 
Institutional Advancement 
Michael Anderson. MFA 
Associate Vice President. 
Business Affa irs 
Tim Bauhs 
Associate Vice President, Planning 
and Compliance 
Anne Foley 
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Associate Vice President 
and Chief of Staff ('I) 
Paul Chiaravalle ~ 
0 
Associate Vice President, N Business Affairs and Controller 
Kevin Doherty LL. 
0 
Associate Vice President, (/) Public Relations, Marketing 
and Advertising (/) 
Diane Doyne <!: 
.....I 
Associate Vice President , (_) 
Facilities and Construction w John Kavouris 
I 
Associate Vice President, r-
Campus Safety and Security LL. 
Robert Koverman 0 
Associate Vice President, r-
Academic Affairs z 
Susan Marcus. Ph.D. w 
Associate Vice President, ~ 
Enrollment Management w 
Debra McGrath. MFA (_) 
z 
Associate Vice President, w 
Information Technology ~ Bernadette McMahon 
~ 
Interim Associate Vice President 0 
of Human Resources (_) 
Patricia Rios 
Associate Dean, 
School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Matthew Shenoda 
Associate Dean, 
School of Media Arts 
Mirella Shannon 
Associate Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Nei l Pagano, Ph.D. 
Assistant Provost 
Pegeen Quinn 
Assistant Vice President, 
Planning and Director of 
Institutional Research 
Royal Dawson 
Assistant Vice President, 
Creative Services 
Mary Forde 
Assistant Vice President, 
Academic Support 
Julie Redmond 
Assistant Vice President 
for Budget Management 
David Valadez 
Assistant Dean, 
School of liberal Arts and Sciences 
Dorothy Horton-Jackson 
Assistant Dean, 
Faculty Advising, 
School of Media Arts 
Pattie Mackenzie 
Assistant Dean, 
Budget and Planning 
Assistant Dean, 
Administrative Services, 
School of Media Arts 
Charles Castle 
Assistant Dean, 
Student Life 
Kari Son1mers 
Assistant Dean, 
Student Health and Support 
School of Fine and Performing Arts Beverly Anderson, Ed.D. 
Jessica Davenport 
Assistant Dean, 
Budget and Planning 
School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Sayma Riaz 
Assistant Dean, 
Faculty Advising, 
School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Keri Walters 
Assistant Dean, 
Faculty Advising and 
LAS Initiatives, 
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Andrew Whatley 
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Assistant Dean, 
Student Development 
Bill Friedman 
Depart ment Chai rs 
To e School of Fine and Performing Arts The School of Liberal Arts and Sciences The School of Media Arts 
Art and Design 
Jay Wolke 
Arts, Entertainment, 
and Media Management 
Philippe Ravanas 
Dance 
Onye Ozuzu, MFA 
Dance/ Movement Therapy 
and Counseling 
Susan Imus 
Fashion Studies 
Debra Riley Parr, Ph.D. 
Fiction Writing 
Randall Albers 
Music 
J. Richard Dunscomb 
Photography 
Peter Fitzpatrick, MFA 
Theatre 
Brian Shaw, lnteri m 
ASL • English Interpretation 
Diana Gorman Jamrozik 
Education 
Carol Lloyd Rozansky, Ph.D. 
English 
Kenneth Daley. Ph.D. 
Humanities, History, 
and Social Sciences 
Steven Corey, Ph.D. 
Science and Mathematics 
Constantin Rasinariu, Ph.D. 
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Audio Arts & Acoustics 
Pantelis Vassilakis, Ph.D. 
Film & Video 
Bruce Sheridan 
Interactive Arts and Media 
Joseph Cancellaro, Ph.D. 
Interim 
Interdisciplinary Arts 
Clifton Meador, Acting 
Journalism 
Nancy Day 
Marketing Communication 
Tom Hamilton and 
Herbert Allen, Interim Co-Chairs 
Radio 
Barbara Calabrese 
Television 
Michael Nlederman, MFA 
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Centers and Institutes 
Anchor Graphics 
David Jones, Executive Director 
Center for Black Music Research 
Monica Hairston, Ph.D., 
Executive Director 
Center for Book and Paper Arts 
Steve Woodall, Director 
Center for Community Arts Partnerships 
David Flatley, Executive Director 
2013 Faculty Emeritus 
Ellen Stone Belie Institute for the Study of 
Women and Gender in the Arts and Media 
Jane Saks. Executive Director 
Museum of Contemporary Photography 
Natasha Egan. Director 
Associate Professor Emeritus, Audio Arts & Acoustics 
Douglas R. Jones 
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A BRIEF HISTORY AND IN T ROD UCTI ON 
TO TODAY ' S ACADEMIC R EGALIA 
Each year soon·to·be graduates of colleges and universities across America prepare to walk across the stage, clothed In 
caps and gowns symbolizing the successful completion of their academic endeavors. The significance of their color. size 
and cut can all vary based on institution, degree, and discipline. All of the particular practices of commencement attire 
are the result of a nch history of practices spanning centuries. 
HISTORY 
Wearing of academic dress is a tradition that has been practiced for nearly seven hundred years. Subsequent centuries 
brought many individualized institutional changes to this apparel and by the 1890s, it was deemed tirne to standardize 
the uniform of college and university commencement garb. In 1895, the code of the Intercollegiate Commission in 
the United States was adopted by American colleges and universities regulating cut. style and material of gowns and 
hoods, along with the colors attributed to each discipline. In 1932 the American Council on Education (ACE) appointed 
a committee to review these guidelines, resulting in the Academic Costume Code and Ceremony Guide, adopted by the 
vast majority of institutions in the United States. Additional changes to this guide were made a few times during the 
twentieth-century with the most recent updates taking place twenty five years ago. 
TODAY'S R EGALIA 
The regalia which you see before you today reflects the code revisions of 1986. Some innovations are specific to 
Columbia College Chicago's status as a fine, visual, performing and media arts Institution. 
The cap and gown assignments are as follows: bachelor's degree recipients wear black caps and gowns; master 's 
degree recipients wear silver and gray caps and gowns, and will be awarded a hood as part of the ceremonial conferri ng 
or the degree while on stage. 
GOWNS 
Gowns recommended for use In the colleges and universities in the Unites States have the following characteristics. The 
gown for the bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves and Is designed to be worn closed. The gown for the master's degree 
has an oblong sleeve. open at the wrist and is designed to be worn either open or closed. The gown for the doctor's 
degree, worn by some faculty, has bell-shaped sleeves and is designed to be worn open or closed. 
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Gowns for the bachelor's or master's degrees are 
untri1nmed. Faculty with doctorate degrees wear a gown 
faced down the front with black velvet and three velvet bars 
across the sleeves. These velvet items may be in a color 
distinctive of the disciplines to which the degree was earned 
and will also match the color of the edge of the hood. 
HOODS 
The hood colors correspond lo each of the graduate degrees 
offered at Columbia College Chicago: 
Master of Fine Arts: 
Master of Arts: 
Master of Arts in Teaching: 
dark brown 
white 
light blue 
Master of Arts Management: peacock blue 
Within each hood is a satin lining representing the colors 
of Columbia College at the time the tradition began: 
periwinkle with a silver chevron placed in the center. The 
edging of the hood is made fro,n velvet or velveteen, and 
is three inches wide for master's degree recipients with 
the color determined by the subject to which the degree 
pertains. 
HEADGEAR 
Mortarboard caps have attached to them either silver 
tassels or an honor student's gold tassel. All tassels have a 
Columbia College signet at the top. 
Faculty with doctoral degrees wear an eight-sided velvet 
tam whi le al l other facu lty wear mortarboards. 
MEDALL IONS 
The stage party is fitted with accessories lo their cere,nonial 
garb, including 1nedallions, and, in the President's case, a 
ceremonial chain. 
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Photo counesy of Collego Archives and Olp.ital Coltec1tons 
Our President's medallion and chain is made of silver and was created by sculptor and adiunct Columbia faculty 
member Miklos P. Simon. It contains one large disc on the bottom with the official seal of the college. The college's 
motto sits atop the image with the founding year. 1890. sitting below. Smaller coins are connected to the large 
medallion, with eight coins each containing a portrait of one of the college's past presidents. 
Trustees of the College wear a small medallion on a silver ribbon. The Chairman of the Board's medallion hangs on a 
gold ribbon, and the other officers of the board"s medallions are hung on green ribbons. 
Photo coun.esy of ~1er,e Archl\les and 0tP)1al Collect Ions. 
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COMMENCEMENT OF THE CLASS OF 2013 
PHOTO; SHANNON PAGE. PHOTOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT COMPETITION WINNER, CLASS OF 2013 
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